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Editor.
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a member.
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Collecting Canal Zone is historically interesting and
fascinating. In this article I discuss major topical areas of
interest, how I got started in CZ collecting and ideas for new
collectors.
The United States, under President Theodore Roosevelt,
undertook the task of completing the Panama Canal in 1904
after the French failed, though not for lack of trying. A major
problem of the French effort was the loss of 26,000 people
since 1869. The causes of malaria and yellow fever had to be
discovered and eradicated before any significant work by the
US could be done. For this we can thank Drs. Walter Reed
and William Gorgas, shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1
Dr. William Gorgas on
Canal Zone No. 105, 1c ordinary
in use from 1928 to 1979

It took ten years of planning, engineering, and extremely
hard work by thousands of men to complete the 50 miles of the
Panama Canal in 1914.
My Canal Zone collecting experience began less than a
year ago when I purchased a small collection of CZ stamps
on 64 printed pages. The left hand or back of the pages gives
a historical lesson about the Canal. The pages are from
the Mystic Stamp Company. The right hand pages have a
pictured space for every stamp issued (Fig. 2). I was able to
purchase another set of pages from Christopher Diaz of Stamp
Paraphernalia that has color illustrations for all the stamps
(Fig. 3).

CZP = The Canal Zone Philatelist
Entwistle = The Postal Markings of the Canal Zone, 2nd Edition, by
Lawson P. Entwistle, The Canal Zone Study Group, 1992; specific
cancels are indicated Entw. ###.
French = Encyclopedia of Plate Varieties on US Bureau-Printed Postage
Stamps, by Loran C. French, Bureau Issues Association, 1979
Scott = Scott Specialized Catalogue of U.S. Stamps, current edition
Tatelman = Canal Zone Postage Stamps, by E.I.P. Tatelman, Canal
Zone Postal Service, Mt. Hope, CZ, 1961
ABNCo = American Bank Note Company
NPM = National Postal Museum of the Smithsonian Institution

Journal citations are Journal Name, Volume No., Pages, Year.
Anything without a byline is written by the Editor.

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive Stock including singles, plate blocks, FDCs, FFCs,
specimens, B.O.B., stationery, covers and paper memorabilia/books.
Offering a number of items from the Irwin Gibbs
postal stationery collection.

Send for free Detailed List or view at our Website

C&H Stamps P.O. Box 855 • Syracuse, NY 13214
CZCD@twcny.rr.com

CZSG
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APS

Website: www.CanalZoneStamps.Com

USPPS

~ Our 36th Year ~

Fig. 2 Mystic Stamp Co. pages, front and back

There are also pages made by Scott, White Ace, Palo, and
others.
I had been a stamp collector for over 75 years, but am new
to Canal Zone. The best thing that I did was join the Canal
Zone Study Group. Upon joining I was sent a welcoming
letter, two copies of The Canal Zone Philatelist, a cumulative
index for the CZP, a list of publications, and the CZSG Check
List of Canal Zone Stamps and Postal Stationery. With all of
this I had a running start for collecting Canal Zone.
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Fig. 6
Wet and dry
printings of
Scott No. 138

Fig. 3
Canal Zone stamp pages
from Paraphernalia

At each of the stamp shows that I attended, I was able
to add a few stamps at a time. It seems that dealers who
specialize in US stamps have a few CZ stamps ready for sale.
The price for CZ stamps is relatively inexpensive except for a
few of the earliest issues, some that were printed in very small
quantities, and the errors and varieties. There are a number
of dealers who advertise in the Scott catalog, the CZP, the
internet, Linn’s, and other periodicals. I chose C & H Stamps
even though there are many other dealers who are equally
good sources for CZ stamps.

Fig. 4
Nicaragua No. 121 showing
smoking volcano in the
background

Fig. 5
Nicaragua No. 127
on leaet distributed
in Washington, DC

In addition to collecting Canal Zone, a collection can
expand to the basic stamps of Colombia, Panama, and United
States that were overprinted for the Canal Zone.
One can add the stamps of Nicaragua that played an
important role in the history of the Canal. They show a
smoking volcano in Nicaragua. Copies of the stamps (Fig.
4) in this series were attached to a leaflet warning about
the risk of the Nicaragua route for the Canal (Fig. 5). These

Wet or dry?

Dry or wet?

leaflets may have had a role in convincing the US Congress to
vote in favor of the Panama route. (See Canal Zone Stamps
by E.I. Tatelman and The Path Between the Seas by David
McCullough, Simon and Schuster, 1977, pages 299 and 327329.)
Canal Zone collecting should receive attention in 2016
when the larger locks are opened in the Canal. The new locks
will allow larger ships to pass through the Isthmus of Panama
rather than having to go around the tip of South America.
The wet and dry printings are another challenge (Fig. 6).
Scott distinguishes wet and dry by color but this is disputed
by “experts.” Smaller size caused by shrinkage of the wet
printing is not always reliable because the shrinkage may
only be ¼mm or less and may be top to bottom or side to side.
The most reliable way of identification is to have a first day
cover for each of the stamps (of which there are many) and
then compare the color, size, and other characteristics. If the
cover has a cancel with a date prior to the date upon which
dry printing was used, the stamp must be a wet printing. But
the date of first use of the dry printed stamps is not always
specifically known. Not all the stamps had a first day of issue;
they were just integrated into the post offices as needed. By
1954 all printing was done by the dry method. The gum may
help identify wet (yellowish gum) or dry (whitish gum). To
complicate things, for some issues there is also a dull gum
that appeared shortly before postal activities in the Canal
Zone ended. Of course, gum distinctions are of no help at all
for distinguishing wet and dry printings of used stamps.
Cover collecting is another way to branch out with Canal
Zone stamps. There are First Day Covers (Fig. 7), First Flight
Covers, ordinary mail to all parts of the world, official mail,
official airmail covers, and covers with postage due stamps.
In addition, there is postal stationery, both envelopes and
postal cards.

Fig. 7 First day cancel for 7c malaria stamp

Don’t stop there. Read the books that have been written
about the construction of the Canal, the men who designed
and engineered the Canal, the eradication of yellow fever
and malaria, the Panama Railroad, Captain Henry Morgan
(the pirate), sailing ships rounding the horn, and the French
endeavor to construct the Canal.
Happy stamping!
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Postal Inflation in the Canal Zone
1949 to 1979

with ever-increasing postal charges. This article will
discuss the measures taken by the CZPS to provide stamps
and postal stationery to meet the frequent increases in
domestic and foreign mail rates beginning with the air mail
rate increases of January 1, 1949 until the closing of the
CZPS on September 30, 1979.
The rates considered in this article are domestic first
class mail and foreign letter mail, which are those for which
the CZPS issued stamps and postal stationery. Second,
third, and fourth class mail is omitted, because, with rare
exceptions, the CZPS did not issue stamps for these classes
of mail. Rates for special services, such as registration,
certification, and return receipt, are also omitted, because
the CZPS never issued new stamps for these rates in the
postwar period. Special delivery rates are not included
because US stamps were normally used to pay for this
service, which was not performed within the Canal Zone
itself.
Tables 1 and 2 show the Canal Zone surface and air mail,
respectively, rate changes for domestic first class mail and
foreign letter mail from January 1, 1949 to September 30,
1979. The top lines of these tables show the baseline rates
in effect in 1946. The following lines show the new rates and
the number of days that elapsed between each rate change
and the issuance of a stamp or stationery to meet that rate.
In Table 2, the days shown are the elapsed time to issue an
air mail stamp or air mail stationery to meet the rate, even
though in some cases ordinary stamps already existed for
interim use.
By law, Canal Zone rates to the US had to match the
same rates from the US to the Canal Zone. The rates charged
within the Canal Zone were, with an occasional exception,
the same as the Canal Zone rates to the US. Thus Canal
Zone domestic rates were generally equal to the US domestic
rates set by the US Post Office Department. Foreign rates
were set by the Governor of the Canal Zone. Because he was

by Dickson Preston
Introduction

During the last 30 years of its operation, the Canal Zone
Postal Service (CZPS) was faced with a continuous rise in
postal rates resulting from the world-wide price inflation
that began during World War II and continued until the
1980s. Although small in size, the Canal Zone offers a
microcosm of postal systems around the globe struggling
Table 1 CZ Surface Rate Changes After January 1, 1949
Surface
Rates
Base = 1946

Domestic
Letter

Domestic
post card

Foreign
letter

Foreign
post card

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

3c

exist

1c

exist

5c

exist

3c

exist

exist

never

4c

Jan 1, 1952

↓

2c

Nov 1, 1953

↓

↓

Aug 1, 1958

4c

Jul 1, 1961

↓

Jan 7, 1963

5c

29

3c

↓
8c
↓

exist

↓
exist

↓

11c

4c

exist

↓

never

never

5c

exist

7c

never

↓

Jan 7, 1968

6c

68

5c

exist

13c

never

8c

never

May 16, 1971

8c

59

6c

exist

15c

exist

10c

exist

exist

never

12c

never

Mar 2, 1974

10c

Sep 14, 1975

↓

Dec 31, 1975

13c

Mar 29, 1978

↓

May 29, 1978

15c

Sep 30, 1979

End

54

8c

exist

18c

7c

never

↓

9c

153

↓

↓
exist

10c

↓

20c

14c

↓

↓

end

end

exist

end

↓
exist

never

Days = days delay issuing postal paper after rate change.
Exist = stamp already existed for this rate. Never = no stamp issued for this rate.

Table 2 CZ Airmail Rate Changes After January 1, 1949
Air Mail Rates

Domestic air letter

Domestic air post card

Air letter to Americas

Air letter to Europe

Air letter to rest of world

Foreign air post card

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

Rate

Days

Rate

Base = 1946

5c

exist

5c

exist

10c

exist

5+15c

exist

5+25c

exist

same as letter rates

exist

4c

2

↓

6+15c

926

6+25c

926

↓

↓

↓

25c

15

35c

20c

1,141

30c

Jan 1, 1949

6c

Jun 1, 1954

↓

Aug 1, 1958

7c

Jul 1, 1961

↓

Jan 7, 1963

8c

↓
15

5c

on time

6c

15

↓

15c
exist

↓

exist

↓

↓

↓

↓
16c

never

15

15c

15

1,141

↓

↓

↓

May 1, 1967

↓

↓

25c

↓

↓

Jan 7, 1968

10c

11

8c

exist

↓

↓

↓

↓

May 16, 1971

11c

1

9c

8

↓

↓

↓

↓

Jul 1, 1971

↓

Mar 2, 1974

13c

early

8c

exist

Dec 31, 1975

17c

never

14c

never

Jan 3, 1976

↓

↓

Jan 10, 1976

end

end

Sep 30, 1979

↓

319

20c

exist

30c

exist

↓

25c

exist

35c

800

35c

↓

↓

↓

128

↓

↓

22c

↓
30/35c

Days

20c
800

exist

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

end

end

end

End

128

Days = days delay issuing air mail postal paper after rate change. Exist = air stamp already existed for this rate.
Never = no stamp issued for this rate. Bold = surcharged postal stationery issued before stamp.
Note: The 1976 air rates to the Americas were 30c to a Northern Zone and 35c to a Southern Zone.
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appointed by the US President, these rates did not have to
meet those of the US Post Office. The Governor normally
kept the foreign surface rates equal to those of the US, but
he set foreign air mail rates based on the cost of air service
from the Canal Zone.
The baseline for this study is the Canal Zone rate
schedule in effect in 1946. The surface rates had been
set between 1904 and 1932. The air mail rates are those
resulting from the uniform air mail rates implemented in
1946 following a similar change in the US. This scheme
replaced a plethora of separate rates to the US and each
of its possessions, plus individual rates for nearly every
foreign country. The uniform scheme used four sets of air
mail rates, one to all US post offices, one to the Americas,
one to Europe including North Africa, and one to the rest of
the world. Stamps to meet all these rates were available at
Canal Zone post offices in 1946.
Because Canal Zone domestic rates were generally
the same as US domestic rates, the inflation-related
requirements of the giant US Post Office had to be matched
by the much smaller CZPS. One result was a delay, often
a considerable delay, in issuing stamps to meet new rates.
The CZPS ordered its stamps from the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, which was already stressed producing the
many new stamps required as rates changed in the US.
Needless to say, the needs of the tiny CZPS did not receive
top priority at the Bureau. As a result, the CZPS had
difficulty procuring postal paper to meet even the basic rates
considered in this study, with delays ranging from one to
1,141 days. The Service took a number of actions to reduce
these delays, seven of which are discussed in detail below.
Issue Stamps Only for Specific Rates - 1949
The denominations issued by the CZPS had included
values to meet specific rates plus supplementary values to
help frank higher postage. The last supplementary value
was the 25c Wallace, issued August 16, 1948, after which
only stamps that met specific new rates appeared. As a result
the highest value ordinary stamp was the 50c Blackburn, in
use since 1929, while the highest value air mail stamp, after
the $1.00 Gaillard cut design was retired, was the 80c value,
first issued in 1951 to pay the one pound air parcel post rate
to the US but continued in use for other high rates until the
Service closed in 1979 (Fig.1).
No Stamps for New Foreign Surface Rates - 1953
In the postwar period, most foreign mail was sent by air,
as service was expanded and postage simplified by the 1946
uniform air mail rates. Beginning with the foreign letter
and foreign post card rate increases in November 1, 1953,

Fig.1 80c and 30c Stamps pay $3.00 registration fee - 1979

Fig. 2 18c Foreign surface letter - 1976

no stamps were issued for new foreign surface rates, so two
or more stamps had to be used to pay these rates (Fig. 2).
This change reduced the number of new stamps that would
have been issued by the CZPS significantly.
Simplified Foreign Air Mail Letter Rates - 1958
The 1946 uniform air mail letter rate to the Americas
was a simple 10c for a single weight letter. However,
compound rates were used for airmail letters to Europe and
to the rest of the world. In each case the air postage from
the Canal Zone to the US (5c) was added to the air postage
from the US to the foreign destination. Thus air to Europe
for a single weight letter was 20c = 5c + 15c and air to the
rest of the world was 30c = 5c + 25c. When air to the US was
raised to 6c on January 1, 1949, the result was two ungainly
rates, 21c = 6c + 15c and 31c = 6c + 25c. The increase for
air to the US to 7c on August 1, 1958 would have resulted
in rates of 22c and 32c, but the CZPS, which had control
over its own foreign rates, replaced the compound rates with
simple ones, 25c to Europe and 35c to the rest of the world.
Besides making the rates more convenient to pay, this
action freed the Canal Zone foreign air mail rates from their
dependence on US changes. From 1958 to 1978 the six USdriven domestic air mail increases would have required 12
new stamps. Under the new scheme only five changes in air
mail rates to Europe and three to the rest of the world were
implemented and only four new stamp values were needed,
reducing the number of new stamps issued.
Revalued Postal Stationery - 1963
The Canal Zone also procured its postal stationery
through the Bureau, although the envelopes were
manufactured by private contractors and the postal cards
were made by the US Government Printing Office. The same
delays that affected stamps also hindered delivery of new
stationery. In 1963 the CZPS began surcharging envelopes
to create new values in the same way the US had done in
1958, but with a difference. The US used surcharges to use
up otherwise obsolete envelopes, but the CZPS surcharged
them to produce stationery to meet the need for new rates
more quickly. Although the surcharging dies were provided
by the Bureau, the surcharging was done at the Panama
Canal Press at Mount Hope, so once the dies were acquired,
the process was under local control. Both envelopes and
postal cards were surcharged, and in one case a 4c postal
card was created using the surcharge alone (Scott UX14).
Surcharging stationery was the most successful of the
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Postal Inflation in the Canal Zone

Air Mail No Longer a Separate Category - 1976

continued from page 5

actions taken by the CZPS to speed the availability of new
postal paper. First, surcharged envelopes were sometimes
available several hundred days before the definitive versions
of the stationery. Second, on two occasions, surcharged
envelopes could be sold to the public before the new stamps
were available. In 1971, 11c air mail envelopes were ready
on the second day of the rate, while stamps arrived 130 days
later (Fig. 3). Finally, surcharged postal cards were issued
on two occasions without the need to create new cards (Table
2).

On October 11, 1975, the United States Postal Service
began treating all first class domestic mail as airmail if it
would speed its delivery. One could still pay the air mail
rate, but, except in some special conditions, there was no
advantage. This procedure also applied to air mail to and
from US possessions, but the Canal Zone was specifically
excluded, so air mail postage was still required for air
delivery from the Canal Zone to the United States. The
revised procedure finally became effective to and from the
Canal Zone on January 10, 1976, ten days after the air mail
rates to the US had increased to 17c for letters and 14c for
post cards (Fig. 5). One result of this change was that air
mail stamps were not needed when first class rates were
raised on December 31, 1975 and May 29, 1978, reducing
the number of stamps issued.

Fig. 3 11c Surcharged envelope used 72 days before 11c
stamp was issued

No New Commemorative Stamps - 1964
In the 15-year period 1948 to 1963 the Canal Zone issued
16 commemorative stamps, with a slight increase in the
number of issues towards the end. The Alliance for Progress
stamp in 1963 was the last individual commemorative
issued. Assuming new commemoratives continued to be
issued at roughly the same rate through 1979, this change
reduced the number of new stamps substantially. The 1964
Fiftieth Anniversary Issue of air mail stamps served a double
purpose. Besides honoring the anniversary, it replaced the
previous air mail issue, and added values for the 20c and
30c foreign rates, which had been waiting for 1,141 days
since the new rates came into effect. The set was in use
for 11 months before being replaced by a new permanent
airmail design issued in the same values the next year.
After 1964 the CZPS focused exclusively on issuing stamps
and stationery to meet commonly used new rates.
Simplified Air Mail Stamp Design - 1965
Both the 1951 air mail definitive and the 1964 Fiftieth
Anniversary air mail issues were attractive stamps, but a
change in denomination required a new die for the entire
stamp. The 1965 design simplified this process. The
background design was in color, while the seal, airplane,
inscription, and value were printed separately in black. The
value was separated from the design, making it relatively
easy to change. Although this design facilitated the creation
of six new values between 1968 and 1976, the delay in stamp
delivery after the rate change was not substantially reduced.

Fig. 4
1965 Airmail stamp design

Fig. 5 Surface postage letter treated as air mail on the
first day of the new procedure - Jan 10, 1976

Conclusion
The CZPS was able to reduce the number of new stamps
required by issuing new stamps only for the most commonly
used domestic and foreign air mail rates. The Service
stopped issuing stamps for new foreign surface rates in
1953, simplified the foreign air mail rate structure in 1958,
eliminated commemorative issues after 1964, and effectively
ended domestic air mail service in 1976. These measures
reduced the number of new stamps issued, leading to fewer
delays in making stamps available to the public.
Surcharging postal stationery was the most successful
action taken by the CZPS in reducing delay times between
rate changes and the availability of the required postal
paper. On the other hand, the simplified air mail stamp
design was not effective in reducing these delays. Overall,
the measures taken by the CZPS to meet the frequent
increases in basic rates were reasonably successful.
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Newly Discovered PSN Perfin Varieties
by Gary B. Weiss and Brad Wilde

Perfins are prepared to prevent inappropriate use of
stamps; it is generally an anti-theft measure. PSN perfins
were used by the Pacific Steam and Navigation Company.
They are avidly collected and, depending on the stamp
involved, vary from scarce to unique. Errors are known
but are all rare. Recently, several scarce PSN varieties
appeared on eBay; all are previously unrecorded, appear to
be genuine, and most are not known on any other stamps.
The first shown (Fig. 1) is Scott No. C10 with double PSN
perfins. The two perfins have the same orientation and one
is directly over the other.

the “first” perfin. The “sheet” had to be rotated between
the two uses of the perforator. With so many new varieties
appearing at one time, one must wonder when the next
discovery will be made.

Fig. 4
Pair of Scott
No. 139 with missing
P in PSN perfin

Fig. 1 Scott No. C10 with double PSN

The next two are double perforations on 107. On the first
of these, (Fig. 2) the two perfins are oriented in tete-beche
fashion and might have occurred if the stamp had been
folded prior to having the perfin applied. The second (Fig.
3) is harder to explain; the perfin orientations are different
and could not have been received in a single operation.

Fig. 5
Pair of Scott No. 117
with PSN perfins of
different orientations

Fig. 2 Scott No. 107 with tete-beche double PSN

1916 Panama and Canal Zone Rates for
Packages
by David Zemer

Fig. 3 Scott No. 107 with double PSN perfins
of different orientations

The next variety on 139 (Fig. 4) is easy to explain; the
perfin is misplaced so that the P of PSN missed the stamps.
Without knowing about the PSN perfin, one might think
this was a new SN perfin confirmed by the second example
in the pair.
The last variety shown (Fig. 5) is the hardest to explain. It
is a pair of 117 with two different orientations of the perfins.
Most commonly, the two orientations are mirror images
and are due to the sheet of stamps being folded prior to the
application of the control perforations, both stamps being
perforated simultaneously. With these two orientations,
the perfins had to be applied separately without affecting

When writing the previous article on the 12c pictorial
stamps, [1] I overlooked the rate for parcel post packages
between the United States, Panama, and the Canal Zone
when these stamps were ordered by the Canal Zone. It was
12c per pound or fraction thereof or in the case of Panama per
each 460 grams. [2]
According to the US Postal Guide, the US postal
administration announced that this rate would still apply
on October 15, 1916, when the maximum weight applicable
to parcel post packages exchanged between the Republic of
Panama and the United States would increase to 20 from 11
pounds. The 12c and 24c stamps made it convenient to apply
stamps for each one- or two-pound increment on parcel post
packages.
References
[1] Zemer, David, “The 1917 Canal Zone and 1918 Panama 12c
ABNCo Stamps,” CZP 51(4): 39-45 (2015)
[2] Brid, Federico, The Stamps of Panama 1878-2007: Vital
Statistics, A Handbook of COPAPHIL, 2008, p. 92
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World War II US Pre-Printed White Paper
Civil Censor Re-sealing Labels, Part 2.
Labels with Pre-Printed English Text
and Censor Number

Fig. 1
B&M L1.4.4

by Paul F. Ammons

Part 1 of this three-part series of articles [1] provided the
historical context and background information on World War
II (WWII) civil censorship efforts of the US Office of Censorship
(OOC) and the District Postal Station (DPS), Balboa, and an
introduction to pre-printed white paper US civil censor resealing labels.
A table of US censor numbers by censor station presented
in a previous article [2] is key to determining which censor
station processed CZ-originated mail and mail from Panama
and other countries that transited the CZ.
These pre-printed re-sealing labels can be easily broken
down into two groups based on text language, English or
Spanish. The Spanish-language text labels will be covered in
Part 3 which follows this article and are only found on mail
processed by the CZ censor stations in Balboa and Cristobal.
Broderick & Mayo (B&M) [3] reported that there were
four pre-printed white paper labels with English-language
text used between January 1942 and November 1943. These
are presented in chronological order by first reported use
date in Table 1. The published observed usage date ranges
are for uses at any censor station on any mail, not for any
of the CZ censors on Panama-originated mail. The only way
to determine the censor station that opened, examined, and
re-sealed the cover is by examining the pre-printed censor
number.
The pre-printed “EXAMINED BY” and pre-printed censor
numbers are both in black ink. The only way to differentiate
B&M L1.4.4 from L1.4.2 is by measuring the distance between
the text and censor number. Figures 1-4, cropped scans from
covers in my collection, illustrate the four labels. The figures
are enlarged in size and useful for comparison purposes only.
B&M L1.3 (Fig. 3) is the most easily identified pre-printed
English-language white paper re-sealing label. So far, it has
not been reported to have been used by either of the two CZ
censor stations. However, CZ-originated mail to the US with
this re-sealing label has been reported from the San Antonio,
Table 1. English-language, pre-printed,
white paper re-sealing labels
B&M
Cat #

Observed Usage

Observed Canal Zone
censor numbers

Fig. 2
B&M L1.5.1

New Orleans, Miami, Los Angeles, Chicago, New York, and
other censor stations. Examples I have documented include
US Navy FPO 10/8/42 Official Business air mail with Chicago
censor number 3120 shown in Fig. 5. A Balboa Heights cover
to Philadelphia with Miami censor number 4562 on B&M
L1.3 was shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of Part 1.
B&M L1.5.1 (Fig. 2) is also easy to identify based on the
17mm separation between the text and the 4mm censor
number. This label has been reported to have been used by
both of the CZ censor stations, as well as on CZ-originated
mail processed by the San Antonio, New Orleans, Miami, New
York, and other US censor stations.
Examples I have documented include:
Balboa 11/9/43 airmail with New York censor number
7557 (candidate LRU from CZ)
Cristobal 1/9/43 surface to Australia with Cristobal
censor number 13545
Curundu 9/1/42 with Miami censor number 4813, Fig. 6
Fort Sherman 3/14/42 airmail special delivery with
Miami censor number 1946 (candidate ERU from CZ)
B&M L1.4.2 (Fig. 4) may be identified based on the 7mm
separation between the text and 6mm number. Only one
example of this label has been reported from a CZ censor
station. I have not been fortunate to record another. This
label has been reported to have been used on CZ-originated
mail processed by the San Antonio, New Orleans, Miami, New

Description of two
printed lines
EXAMINED BY

L1.4.4
Fig. 1

Jan-42

Jul-43

13018 (Balboa)

(11mm separation)
xxxx(6mm numbers)

L1.5.1
Fig. 2
L1.3
Fig. 3

Mar-42

Jul-42

Nov-43

Oct-43

13008-13128 (Balboa)
13509-13549 (Cristobal)
13802-13900 (Balboa)
None

EXAMINED BY
(17mm separation)
xxxx(4mm numbers)
EXAMINED BY
U.S.A. printed number
EXAMINED BY

L1.4.2
Fig. 4

Oct-42

Oct-43

13180 (Balboa)

Fig. 3
B&M L1.3

(7mm separation)

Fig. 4
B&M L1.4.2

xxxx(6mm numbers)
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Figure 5 US Navy FPO 10/8/42 with B&M L1.3 Chicago –
front and part of back

York, and other U.S. censor stations. The entire pre-printed
portion of the label applied in Miami is on the back side of
the December 1942 cover from Gamboa to Indiana shown in
Fig. 7.
B&M L1.4.4 (Fig. 1) may be identified based on the 11mm
separation between the text and 6mm number. Only one
example of this label was reported from a CZ censor station. I
have not been fortunate to record another. This label has been
reported to have been used on CZ-originated mail processed
by the San Antonio, New Orleans, Miami, New York, and
other US censor stations. The entire pre-printed portion of the
label applied in Miami is on the back side of the November
1942 cover from Gatun to New York shown in Fig. 8.
With respect to these four English-language, pre-printed,
white paper re-sealing labels, I would appreciate scans,
photocopies, or detailed information on any CZ-originated
mail with
a.
CZ censor numbers
b.
B&M L1.4.4 or L1.5.1, regardless of censor number,

Fig. 7 Gamboa with B&M L1.4.2 Miami –
front and part of back

during the first six months of 1942 or the last six
months of 1943
c.
B&M L1.3 during the last six months of 1942 or the
last six months of 1943
d.
B&M L1.4.2 at any time in 1942 or the last six
months of 1943
I can be reached via email at ammons.paul@gmail.com, by
snail mail at P. O. Box 1311, College Station, TX 77841, or via
the Editor.
References:
[1] Ammons, Paul, “World War II US Pre-Printed White Paper Civil
Censor Re-sealing Labels, Part 1. The US Office of Censorship
and Its District Postal Stations,” CZP 51(1): 4-7 (2015)
[2] Ammons, Paul, “Earliest WWII Civil Censorship,” CZP 50(4):41
(2014)
[3] Broderick, Wilfrid and Mayo, Dann; Civil Censorship in the
United States During World War II; Civil Censorship Study
Group and War Cover Club, 1980

Fig. 6 Curundu 9/1/42 with B&M L1.5.1 Miami –
front and part of back

Transits of the Panama Canal Before
August 15, 1914
by David Zemer

An article in a previous issue of the CZP featured the
12c pictorial stamps, Canal Zone Scott No. 49 and Panama
Scott No. 214. [1] On them, the inscription below the vignette
describes the SS Panama transiting the Canal on August 11,
1914. The question was asked, “Wasn’t the SS Ancon the first
ship to transit the Canal?” Perhaps some confusion exists
because of the emphasis on the official opening of the Canal
with the transit by the SS Ancon on August 15, 1914. This
ceremonial transit overshadowed the fact that the Canal had
been transited several times before that date.
The first Panama Canal transit by a self-propelled
oceangoing vessel took place on January 7, 1914 by the
Alexandre La Valley, an old French crane boat. In contrast to
the later transits, only the regular crew was allowed to make
the transit. Barges from the Pacific side had been previously
handled to the Atlantic but they were not self-propelled. [2]
As noted in the series of articles on the 12c and 15c pictorial

Fig. 8 Gatun 11/9/42 with B&M L1.4.4 – front and back

stamps, these stamps are inscribed August 11, 1914 and show
the SS Panama steaming south and then north. However, test
voyages between the terminal ports were made with all of the
available Panama Railroad vessels.
The SS Cristobal sailed between Cristobal and Balboa on
August 3 and returned on August 4. The SS Advance sailed
from Cristobal through the Miraflores Locks on August
9 returning as far as Gatun the same day and then locked
through to the Atlantic Ocean on August 10. The Panama
arrived from New York on August 10 and made a similar trip
August 11, and it was the photographs from this voyage that
the Canal Zone post office selected to appear on the 12c and
15c stamps. On all of these Panama Railroad steamship trips,
employees with members of their families were carried by
invitation of the Governor. [3]
References
[1] Zemer, David, “The 1917 Canal Zone and 1918 Panama 12c 		
ABNCo Stamps,” CZP 51(4): 39-45 (2015)
[2] The Canal Record, Vol. VII, No. 20, p. 181
[3] The Canal Record, Vol. VII, No. 51, p. 510
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World War II US Pre-Printed White Paper
Civil Censor Re-sealing Labels, Part 3.
Labels with Pre-Printed Spanish Text
and Censor Number

Fig. 1
B&M L2.1

by Paul F. Ammons

Part 1 of this three-part series of articles [1] provided the
historical context and background information on World War
II (WWII) civil censorship efforts of the United States (US)
Office of Censorship (OOC) and the District Postal Station
(DPS), Balboa, along with an introduction to pre-printed,
white paper US civil censor re-sealing labels.
Part 2 which precedes this article discussed pre-printed
white paper re-sealing labels with English text and censor
number. [2] Very few Canal Zone (CZ)-originated covers will
be found with these labels and CZ censor numbers. Those
few will primarily be to non-US destinations in Central and
South America. CZ- or Panama-originated mail addressed to,
or routed overseas via the continental US after March 1942
was almost exclusively examined by a continental US censor
station.
A table of US censor numbers by censor station presented
in a previous article [3] is key to determining which of the two
Canal Zone (CZ) censor stations opened, examined, and resealed the mail by applying a pre-printed Spanish-language
label.
Postal censorship in the CZ involved (1) outbound
“terminal” mail originating in the Republic of Panama (RP) or
the CZ bound for points outside the CZ other than to the US
proper, (2) inbound “terminal” mail (not previously censored
by the US or allied governments) directed to the RP or the
CZ, and (3) “transit” or international mail (not previously
censored by the US or allied governments) originating in
any country and passing through the CZ to any country other
than the US. Transit mail was almost exclusively to and from
Latin American countries.[6]
Therefore, these Spanish-language re-sealing labels will be
seen primarily on non-CZ-originated mail. Based on relative
value (point system [4]), these white paper, pre-printed
Spanish-language censor re-sealing labels are much scarcer
than their English-language equivalents discussed in Part 2.
Broderick & Mayo (B&M) [4] reported that there were four
pre-printed white paper labels with Spanish-language text

Fig. 2
B&M L2.2

Fig. 3
B&M L2.3

Fig. 4
B&M L2.4

and censor number used between August 1942 and November
1943. However, there is some question as to the existence of
B&M L2.4 as it is based on only one reported example and,
except for amount of ink, is similar to B&M L2.3 which, at the
time of publication, was based on only one reported example.
Except for the placement of B&M L2.4, these four labels are
presented in chronological order by first reported use date in
Table 1. The pre-printed censor number is the only definitive
means to determine whether the mail was processed by
the Balboa or Cristobal censor station. Of course, it should
be remembered that the Balboa censor station primarily
examined air mail and the smaller Cristobal censor station
primarily handled surface mail.
The pre-printed, two-line “ABIERTA POR CENSURA/
DEFENSA CONTINENTAL” and pre-printed censor numbers
are both in black ink. Figures 1-4 are cropped scans of the
four labels from reference 4. The figures are enlarged in size

Table 1 Spanish-language, pre-printed, white paper re-sealing labels
B&M Cat #

10

Observed Usage
Apr-43

Observed Canal Zone censor numbers

Description of three printed lines

13009-13260 (Balboa),
13542,13580 (Cristobal)

ABIERTA POR CENSURA
DEFENSA CONTINENTAL
E.U.A. ####

L2.1

Aug-42

L2.4

Nov-42

13121

ABIERTA POR CENSURA (3mm letters)(8mm separation)
DEFENSA CONTINENTAL(4mm letters)(8mm separation)
NO. ####

L2.3

Oct-42

Aug-43

13070,13085,13109,
13111-13113,13125,
13152, 13159, 13166
(Balboa only)

ABIERTA POR CENSURA (3mm letters)(8mm separation)
DEFENSA CONTINENTAL(4mm letters)(8mm separation)
NO. ####

L2.2

Feb-43

Apr-43

13070, 13181-13213
(Balboa only)

ABIERTA POR CENSURA (3mm letters)(3mm separation)
DEFENSA CONTINENTAL(4mm letters)(5mm separation)
NO. ####
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Fig. 5 1942 Cover to Kingston, Jamaica with B&M S5.3

Fig. 6 1942 Cover to Chicago with B&M S5.1

and useful for comparison purposes only.
The use of Spanish-language censor handstamps applied
to blank, typically yellow, re-sealing labels with hand-written
censor numbers was to be discontinued upon receipt and
issuance of the pre-printed, Spanish-language white paper
labels. The dates of the transition between the handstamped
censor marking on blank re-sealing labels and the pre-printed
labels are still to be determined.
Figure 5 is an image of the back and front of an outbound
February 28, 1942 CZ cover to Kingston, Jamaica that was
examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station using
B&M S5.3, which was reported used December 1941 - April
1942.
Figure 6 is the image of the back and front of an outbound
May 2, 1942 CZ cover to Chicago, IL that was examined and
re-sealed in the Balboa censor station using B&M S5.1, which
was reported used December 1941 - April 1942.

Figure 7 is an image of the back and front of an inbound
May 30, 1942 cover from Nicaragua to Diablo Heights, CZ
that was examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station
using B&M S5.1. This discovery, along with the cover in Fig.
6, revises the observed usage date forward to May 1942 and is
a candidate LRU for this censor hand stamp.
Figure 8 is an image of the back and front of an inbound
June 11, 1942 Guatemala cover to Colon, RP that was
examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station using
B&M S5.2, which was reported used July – September 1942.
This discovery revises the observed usage date back to June
1942 and is a candidate ERU for this censor hand stamp.
The B&M L2.1 labels (Fig. 1) are the easiest to identify.
They were to be shipped to the CZ by the OOC on March 25,
1942. [7] The earliest observed usage (ERU) for B&M L2.1
from the prior study was August 1942, since corrected to July
1942. It is possible that the ERU for B&M L2.1 may be as
early as late April or early May 1942.
B&M L2.1, being the first white paper, pre-printed Spanish
text re-sealing label to be used by a US censor, caused some
initial difficulty when seen by other US and allied censor
stations. The Imperial Censorship station in Kingston,
Jamaica immediately raised questions when these labels
were spotted on mail from the CZ. This resulted in the FBI
requesting OOC clarification as to their legitimacy in August
1942 [8]. Figure 9 is a copy of that FBI letter.

Fig. 7 1942 Inbound cover from Nicaragua with B&M S5.1

Fig. 9 Letter from FBI requesting OOC clarification
Fig. 8 1942 Inbound cover from Guatemala with B&M S5.2
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continued on page 12
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WWII US Labels Part 3
continued from page 11

Fig. 14 1942 Cover from La Paz, Bolivia examined in Balboa
bearing B&M L2.1
Fig. 10 1943 Cover to Long Island, NY with B&M L2.1

Fig. 15 1943 Cover from El Salvador in transit to Santiago,
Chile re-sealed with B&M L2.2
Fig. 11 1942 Cover to San Jose, Costa Rica using B&M L2.1

Figure 10 is an image of the back and front of an outbound
April 12, 1943 CZ cover to Long Island, NY that was examined
and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station using B&M L2.1.
CZ-originated mail to the US is seldom seen sealed with one
of the Spanish-language censor labels.
Figure 11 is an image of the back and front of an outbound
(north) December 7, 1942 CZ cover to San Jose, Costa Rica
that was examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station
using B&M L2.1.
Figure 12 is an image of the back and front of an outbound
(south) November 23, 1942 CZ cover to Guayaquil, Ecuador
that was examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station
using B&M L2.1.
Figure 13 is an image of the back and front of a Guatemala
City, Guatemala January 2, 1943 cover that was examined

Fig. 12 1942 Cover to Guayaquil, Ecuador re-sealed using
B&M L2.1

Fig. 13 1943 Cover examined in transit and re-sealed using
B&M L2.1
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and re-sealed in the Cristobal censor station using B&M L2.1
in transit (south) to Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Figure 14 is an image of the back and front of a La Paz,
Bolivia October 1942 cover that was examined and re-sealed
in the Balboa censor station using B&M L2.1 in transit (north)
to Monterrey, Mexico.
With the close, approximately 3mm, spacing between the
two lines of Spanish text, B&M L2.2 labels (Fig. 2) are also
easy to identify. So far, they are only known with Balboa
censor numbers. According to the previous study, they may
have only been used for three months, February-April 1943. I
have only one example in my collection.
Figure 15 is an image of the back and front of a late January
1943 San Salvador, El Salvador cover that was examined and
re-sealed in the Balboa censor station using B&M L2.2 in
transit (south) to Santiago, Chile where it arrived on February
3, 1943. This cover possibly revises the observed usage date
back to January 1943 and is a candidate ERU for this censor

Fig. 16 1943 Cover to Buenos Aires re-sealed using B&M L2.3

Fig. 17 1943 Cover to El Salvador re-sealed using B&M L2.3
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snail mail at P. O. Box 1311, College Station, TX 77841, or via
the editor.
References:
[1] Ammons, Paul, “World War II US Pre-Printed White Paper Civil
Censor Re-sealing Labels, Part 1. The US Office of Censorship
and Its District Postal Stations,” CZP 51(1): 4-7 (2015)

Fig. 18 1942 Cover to Honduras resealed using B&M L2.3

[2] Ammons, Paul, “World War II US Pre-Printed White Paper Civil
Censor Re-sealing Labels, Part 2. Labels with Pre-Printed 		
English Text and Censor Number,” CZP 52(1): 8-9 (2016)
[3] Ammons, Paul, “Earliest WWII Civil Censorship,” CZP 50(4):41
(2014)
[4] Broderick, Wilfrid and Mayo, Dann; Civil Censorship in the 		
United States During World War II; Civil Censorship Study 		
Group and War Cover Club, 1980
[5] Broderick, Wilfrid and Mayo, Dann; “New Devices”; Civil 		
Censorship Study Group Bulletin (9:43), December 1981

Fig. 19 1942 Cover from Honduras in transit to Cordoba,
Argentina re-sealed using B&M L2.3

re-sealing label.
The only apparent difference between B&M L2.3 and
B&M L2.4 (Figs. 3-4) appears to be that B&M L2.4 has
thicker, darker letters and numbers. Data for type B&M L2.4
are limited to only one reported example. Hopefully, with a
greater date range of uses as more examples are reported,
we can either confirm that these really are two different resealing labels or decide that they should be merged into one
type, most likely B&M L2.3 for which I have found examples
from additional CZ censors.
Initially, the existence of B&M L2.3 and B&M L2.4 was
based on one example of each,with censor numbers 13109 and
13121, respectively. I have since documented several B&M
L2.3 covers with the additional censor numbers shown in
Table 1.
Figure 16 is an image of the back and front of an outbound
(south) January 18, 1943 CZ cover to Buenos Aires, Argentina
that was examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station
using B&M L2.3.
Figure 17 is an image of the back and front of an outbound
(north) January 23, 1943 CZ cover to El Salvador that was
examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station using
B&M L2.3.
Figure 18 is an image of the back and front of an inbound
December 16, 1942 cover from Honduras to Panama City, RP
that was examined and re-sealed in the Balboa censor station
using B&M L2.3.
Figure 19 is an image of the back and front of an April 1942
cover from Honduras that was examined and re-sealed in the
Balboa censor station using B&M L2.3 in transit (south) to
Cordoba, Argentina.
With respect to these four Spanish-language, pre-printed,
white paper re-sealing labels, I would appreciate scans,
photocopies, or detailed information on any with
a.
additional, new CZ censor numbers, especially any
from Cristobal
b.
any used before or after the observed usage dates in
Table 1

[6] U.S. Office of Censorship, History of the Office of Censorship,
Volume 5, “Histories of District Postal Censorship Stations,”
pages 1-30, ‘Balboa-Cristobal,’ University Publications 		
of America, Washington, D.C., 1977, Kesaris, Paul, editor. 		
(Declassified December 14, 1971 by the Archivist of the US)
[7] Office of Chief Postal Censor, OOC letter to District Postal 		
Censor, Balboa dated March 2, 1942
[8] Director, FBI letter to Office of Chief Postal Censor, OOC, dated
August 4, 1942, subject: Censorship-Canal Zone

Dead Letter Office

by Richard D. Bates, Jr.
A Dead Letter Office existed from the earliest days of the
CZPS, as evidenced by the letter from J. J. Howley, Acting
First Assistant P. M. General, to the Postmaster, Cristobal,
Canal Zone, Isthmus of Panama, dated February 11, 1905.
The letter was found in the files of the CZPS at the National
Postal Museum in Washington, DC, part of the Smithsonian
Institution.
The letter reads as follows:

I can be reached via email at ammons.paul@gmail.com, by
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The Isthmian Canal Commission having asked,
under date of the first instant, that this Dead Letter
Office take charge of letters and parcels found to be
undeliverable in the Canal Zone, I enclose herewith
a number of blank forms for your use in transmitting
mail matter of that character here.
It will be noted, however, that unclaimed mail
matter bearing the card addresses of the senders and
posted in the United States, the Republic of Panama,
or the Canal Zone, should not be included in your
dispatch but may be returned for delivery to the
senders in the usual manner from your office. All other
undeliverable letters and parcels, both ordinary and
registered, originating in the Canal Zone, the United
States, or in any other foreign country, should be
sent here for disposition in monthly returns after the
ordinary mail matter have been properly advertized.
With the exceptions mentioned, unclaimed mail
matter which has now been held in your office for
a longer period than thirty days should be entered
under the appropriate headings in the enclosed forms
and sent to this office at once, for disposition.
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Canal Zone and Panama Receptions
by Alan P. Bentz

Recently in going through boxes of old letters and
memorabilia that my mother had saved, I found a number
of formal invitations to receptions for notable people. My
father held the title of General Counsel for the Canal Zone
and the Panama Railroad, serving as the legal adviser to
the Governor. In that capacity he received many invitations
to official functions, such as international art exhibitions,
hotel openings, Jockey Club, etc.
Philatelically, I was somewhat mystified by how they
were sent to him. Apparently a non-diplomatic invitation
was sent by mail (Fig.1).

Fig. 1
Invitation sent by
regular mail

Fig. 4
Invitation to
international
art exhibition

Fig. 4a
Text of cancel seen
faintly on cover

Fig. 4b
Backstamp

Some had a complete address. Others such as the
invitation from the foreign minister had Paul Bentz’s name
and address as Balboa Heights, Canal Zone (Fig. 2).

Consulate with only an official seal. It was canceled in Ancon
before being forwarded to Balboa Heights.

Fig. 2
Invitation from
Panama’s Foreign
Minister with only the
address on front

Receptions held by the Governor at his Mansion (Fig. 6)
were very thoroughly planned, formal affairs. In January
1947, the Governor (General Mehaffey) held a reception
for the President of Panama – Enrique Adolfo Jimenez. In
preparation, the Coordinator of the Arrangements Committee

Another came with no postage, but cancels on the back
(Fig. 3). It was backstamped with the Minister’s seal and
Panamanian Postal cancellation with date and D.D. in the
killer bars.
Figure 4 shows an invitation to an International Art
Exhibition. It is addressed merely to Balboa Heights. It has a
faint hand cancel on the front which consists of a box with the
message shown in Fig. 4a. It appears that it was sent under
a Pan-American Postal franchise. There is a backstamp (Fig.
4b) that says Postal Department of Panama instead of Postal
Agency. It also has DE in the killer bars, but without periods.
Figure 5 is a diplomatic mail cover from the British

Fig. 3 Panama cancels on back despite no postage
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Receptions at the Governor’s Residence

Fig. 5 British Consulate cover with address by title

Fig. 6 The Governor’s residence situated on
Heights Road on Ancon Hill
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sent out a memo on the arrangements (Fig. 7) as well as a
diagram for the reception (Fig. 8). Attendees arriving before
6:30 pm (the President’s arrival time) were to enter through

Fig. 9 Memo to staff with final instructions for reception

Fig. 7 Memo to participants for President Jimenez’ reception

the main entrance under the portico. If they arrived later,
they were to enter the garden directly from their vehicles (as
shown by the blue line).
A second memo (Fig. 9) was sent out on January 9 to the
“Floor” Committee asking for them to arrive at 5:45 to be
in place when the President arrived. It showed the detailed
planning for the reception. In the first paragraph there is

Fig. 10 Sole address on cover

Fig. 11 Invitation from Governor Seybold
Fig. 8 Reception diagram
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continued on page 16
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Canal Zone and Panama Receptions
continued from page 15

Fig. 15 Royal couple in the
Miraflores Control Tower

Fig. 12 Instructions included with the QEII invitation

a typo “1946” vs. “1947,” a common mistake in a new year.
[General Newcomer on the list was to be the next Governor.]
Reception for Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip –
November 29, 1953
The formal invitation arrived in an envelope with only the
names of the invitees, i.e., no address, box number, or office
room number, as shown in Figs. 10-11. It was probably handdelivered within the Administration Building. It also included
a permit to enter the Governor’s driveway, and instructions
on where to enter and the expected time of arrival (Fig. 12).
Mrs. Bentz, my mother, delighted in telling a story of Prince
Philip at the reception. He was enjoying fresh strawberries,
but got juice on his fingers. There were no napkins readily
available, so he put his hands inside the pockets of his white
trousers and wiped the juice off there.
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip arrived in Colon on

Sunday, November 29, 1953, aboard the Royal Yacht Gothic
(Fig. 13). They transited that day to attend the Governor’s
reception in Ancon after stopping briefly at Miraflores Locks
while the ship went through. The 561-foot liner Gothic had
been refitted that year at Cammell Laird shipyard to become
the Royal Yacht for a single voyage. During the refit, her
hull was painted white. She was repainted black after that
voyage and resumed her regular run through the Canal from
England to Australia.
The Royal Couple went ashore at Miraflores and were
shown the operation of the locks (Figs 14-15). Queen Elizabeth
actually threw a lever to operate the lock for a northbound
freighter (Their ship was headed south to Balboa). A cover
prepared to commemorate their visit is shown in Fig. 16.
Reception for Prince Philip – April 1959

Fig. 13
Royal Yacht
Gothic

Fig. 14 Pictures from a Pathe newsreel of the Gothic
transiting Miraflores Locks and the Royal couple walking
across the lock gates
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Prince Philip, returning from a four-month Commonwealth
world tour, arrived in Balboa aboard the Royal Yacht Britannia
(Fig. 17) in April 1959 for a stay of several days. President and
Mrs. De la Guardia held a reception at the Presidencia with
95 guests.
Prince Phillip stayed aboard the Britannia for the transit
through the Panama Canal, arriving in Cristobal at 3:15

Fig. 16 Commemorative cover for the Royal visit
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Fig. 21
Governor’s invitation
to the reception

Fig. 17
Royal Yacht
Britannia

Fig. 22
Train announcement
and base pass

Fig. 18
The Breakers at
Coco Solo

PM to visit the Colon Free Zone. He went to see the Motta
Brothers’ warehouse which handled British products. After
visiting the Free Zone, he was driven to The Breakers Club
(Fig. 18) where Governor Potter hosted a reception from 4:30
to 5:40 PM. Prince Phillip re-boarded the Britannia at 5:50
PM for immediate departure to the Bahamas.
The Breakers was located on the Coco Solo Naval Base.
The base is located on the eastern shore of the Bay between
France Field and Fort Randolph on Galeta Island, as seen in
Fig. 19.

Because it was on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus, all the
Zone dignitaries had to take the train (Fig. 20) from Balboa.
The invitation envelope included a card to be used as a ticket
on the train, as well as another card to enter the Naval Base
(Figs. 21 and 22).
President Eisenhower Attending OAS
Meeting in Panama
The Organization of American States (OAS) convened
a meeting of heads of state in Panama in July 1956. The
Governor’s invitation (Fig. 23) had a gold embossed CZ Seal,
as well as gold trim around the edges. Prior to the meeting,
John Foster Dulles sent the telegram below to the diplomatic
missions in the Americas.
118. Circular Telegram From the Secretary of
State to All Diplomatic Missions in the American
Republics Washington, July 18, 1956 — 6:25 p.m.
President Eisenhower considering proposing in speech
at Panama each American President name personal
and trusted representative to join in preparing concrete
recommendations for making OAS more effective
instrument in those fields of cooperative effort that affect
the welfare of our peoples. Presidents could look to these
representatives for practical suggestions in economic,
financial, social and technical fields which OAS might
usefully adopt. You may discuss this proposal in strict
confidence with President of your country to ascertain
whether he has any objection since President Eisenhower
would like to put proposal forward as idea viewed favorably
by Presidents meeting Panama.
Dulles

Fig. 19 Location of
Coco Solo Naval
Base

Source: Foreign Relations of The United States, 1955–
1957 Volume VI, American Republics: Multilateral; Mexico;
Caribbean, Document 118
The meeting was well attended. A formal reception,
attended by 1500 people, was held for President and Mrs.
Arias. Also attending were 300 members of the foreign press.

Fig. 23
Invitation to the
reception for
American
Heads of State
Fig. 20 Newspaper photo of guests on special train to
Prince Philip’s Reception
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Canal Zone and Panama Receptions
continued from page 17

Fig. 25 Newpaper photo of reception dinner: Dulles is at
left and Eisenhower is on the right flanking two
other presidents as well as President Arias and his
wife. [Note the third guest is Fulgencio Batista who
was overthrown by Fidel Castro].

Fig. 24 Newspaper photo of President Eisenhower
with Panama’s President and First Lady

The invitation to the reception (Fig. 23) was in an envelope
addressed only as: Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Bentz – Canal Zone.
Climaxing the official round of festivities planned for the
historical meeting of American Presidents was a fabulous
$50,000 reception offered at Hotel El Panama by the visiting
Chiefs of State in honor of his Excellency President Ricardo
Arias Espinosa and his wife Dona Olga Arias de Arias. Figure
24 shows President Eisenhower entering with the Panamanian
President and his wife. Figure 25 shows dignitaries at the
formal banquet.
Both the Panama American and the Star & Herald
newspapers had much in their society columns discussing the
dresses the ladies wore, etc. In Fig. 26, Panama’s First Lady is
hard to recognize because her face is half hidden by a large red
mushroom-shaped hat and a pair of dark glasses. “After the
long ceremony was over, many of the ladies in the audience
envied her foresight, as they realized that the damage that
the hot sun and glare was wreaking would show when they
dressed for the reception in the evening.”
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Fig. 26 First Ladies

One diplomat commented on the Sunday night reception
at the El Panama Hotel, saying “It was as beautiful as that
given in London for Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation.”

U. S. POSSESSIONS
(and the rest of the world, too)

Mention your collecting interests,
and we’ll send you our price list.

LAWRENCE J. MOZIAN
“a name associated with philately since 1901”

P.O. Box 5774 • Williamsburg, VA 23188
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The 1917 Canal Zone and 1918 Panama 15c
and 24c ABNCo Stamps
by David Zemer

The previous article in this series discussed the 12c
pictorial stamps, Canal Zone Scott No. 49 and Panama Scott
No. 214. [1]
In this article we will cover the 15c and 24c denominations
from this pictorial series, Canal Zone Scott No. 50 and Panama
Scott No. 215 (15c), and Canal Zone Scott No. 51 and Panama
Scott No. 216 (24c), using the same procedure of highlighting
the relevant dates as was done for the 12c stamps.

Gobierno y Justicia, for stamps of the Republic of Panama to
be used in the Canal Zone post offices. His letter reached the
ABNCo on October 14. The order for the 15c and 24c stamps,
translated into English, was for:
500,000 stamps, color light blue, of the denomination
of B/0.15, which will represent the steamer “PANAMA”
crossing Culebra Cut, near Emperador, on its voyage from
North to South*, on the 11th of August 1914; with the text:
“REPUBLICA DE PANAMA Correos” on the upper part;
“EL VAPOR CRUZANDO EL CANAL - VISTA TOMADA
DEL SUR EN EL CORTE DE CULEBRA. Agosto 11 de
1914 quince centesimos” in letters and figures in the lower
part.
500,000 stamps, color light chocolate, of the
denomination of B/0.24, which will represent the steamer
“CRISTOBAL” in the Gatun Locks on March 11, 1915;
text of which will read: “REPUBLICA DE PANAMA
CORREOS” in the upper part; “EL VAPOR CRISTOBAL
EN LA EXCLUSA DE GATUN EL 11 DE MARZO DE 1915
veinticuatro centesimos de balboa” in letters and figures in
the lower part.
All these stamps should be surcharged with the words
“CANAL ZONE.”

The 1916 Canal Zone 15c and 24c Stamp Order F5082.
From Order to Manufacture: 1916-1917
September 30, 1916. The President of Panama issued
Decree No. 164, Decreto Numero 164 de 1916, published in
Gaceta Oficial, authorizing the 12c, 15c, and 24c stamps. On
the same day Juan Ehrman wrote to the ABNCo with a copy
of Order No. 98 signed by Juan B. Sosa, the Secretaria de

Footnote:* In his letter Juan B. Sosa reversed the directions
the SS Panama is traveling on both the 12c and 15c stamps.
On the 12c stamps the SS Panama is traveling north

a)

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1 a) Photograph for 15c stamp vignette - SS Panama
steaming north through Culebra Cut August 11, 1914. 250
mm x 200 mm; b) Photograph for the 24c stamp vignette – SS
Cristobal in the Gatun Locks, March 11, 1915. 250 mm x 200
mm; c) Frame color sample attached to back of SS Panama
photograph by Canal Zone d) Canal Zone specifies the dark
brown color of 24c frame to match a 2c Honduras stamp,
Scott No. 52

b)
Fig. 2 a) Photograph of SS Panama steaming north reduced
to vignette size and shape; b) Photograph of SS Cristobal in
Gatun Locks reduced to vignette size and shape
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The 1917 Canal Zone 15c and 24c Stamps
continued from page 19

Fig. 3 a)
ABNCo blue color
samples for 15c
stamp frame
color; b) ABNCo
brown color for
24c stamp frame
color

b)

a)

to south and therefore the view is to the north. On the 15c
stamps it is traveling south to north, returning to the Atlantic
Ocean, and the view is to the south. Fortunately Sosa correctly
translated the inscriptions on the bottom of the photos and
the correct directions were engraved on the frames.
October 2, 1916. Mr. Ehrman confirmed the order in a
letter received by ABNCo on October 14. At the end of the
letter Ehrman wrote that the photographs for the vignettes
and samples of colors for the frames were enclosed (Figs. 1ad).
October 9, 1916. Panama confirmed the order in a letter
that arrived at the ABNCo on October 17 and stated that the
Consul General of Panama would pay the bill.
In preparation for the expected order the ABNCo
photographically reduced the size of these photographs to that
of the vignettes and then cut them to the necessary shape as
shown in Figs. 2a-b.
October 17, 1916. the ABNCo Foreign Sales Department
filled out an internal order for these stamps, and color samples
for the 15c stamp and the 24c stamp were chosen to match the
frame colors requested by the Canal Zone (Figs, 3a-b).
October 21, 1916.
The Manager of the Foreign
Department confirmed to Panama that they had received the
official order and were rushing it so that the three stamps
would arrive before January 1st. He also informed Ehrman
that 502,000 stamps of each denomination would be printed
and the price would be $2104.20.
October 24, 1916. Essays were created by using the
reduced photographs as vignettes surrounded by a hand-

a)

b)

Fig. 4 a) Stamp-sized photograph of 15c essay;
b) Stamp-sized photograph of 24c essay
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drawn frame. These were approved by the ABNCo and shown
in the previous article. [1] Photographs were taken of each
stamp essay (Figs. 4a-b).
True to their promise to rush this order into production the
final die proof for the 15c stamp was finished and approved
on November 8 with a message to add a period after the word
“Canal.” On the 24c stamp “Locks” was misspelled “Exclusas”
when it should have been “Esclusas.” On November 13 the
final die proof for the 24c stamp was approved (Figs. 5a-b).
The 15c frame plate proof was approved on November 14

a)

b)

Fig. 5 a) 15c Die proof – approved November 8 but subject
to adding a period after the word “Canal”; b) 24c Die proof –
approved November 13. “Esclusas” misspelled as “Exclusas”

followed by the 24c frame plate proof on November 20 (Fig.
6a-b).
A set of undated black frame die proofs (Fig. 7a-c) appeared

a)

b)

Fig. 6 a) 15c Frame plate proof approved on November 14,
1916; b) 24c Frame plate proof approved on November 20,
1916

on the market some years after the 1990 ABNCo archive
sale and, as the case with many other unrecorded items, are
believed to have come from those archives. Under each die
proof is the die number and the inscription “The American
Bank Note Company.” They appear to have been glued
to a large sheet of thick paper and then cut apart for sale.
Unfortunately we do not have any additional information on
them. The 12c impression was overlooked in the previous
article and is included here for completeness.

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 7 a) 12c Frame die proof in black – die C-1220; b) 15c
Frame die proof in black – die C-1219; c) 24c Frame die proof
in black – die C-1221
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a)

Fig. 11 a)
1924 – ABNCo
renumbered 15c
vignette die; b)
1924 – ABNCo
renumbered 24c
vignette die

b)

Fig. 8 a) 15c Plate proof multiple in issued colors; b) 24c
Plate proof multiple in issued colors

Among the sheets in Lot 545 of the ABNCo archive sale
there were “three imperforate plate proof sheets of 100 stamps
in issued colors on thin wove paper, some archive notes affixed
to reverse, usual tears, creases or splits affecting some sheet
“positions” which were divided into smaller lots and resold to
collectors (Fig. 8a-b). No copy of these plate proofs was made
and the print date, presumably stamped on the back or on the
selvage, was not recorded.
The Helme collection contained large die proofs in issued, or
as he noted, almost issued, colors. They also differ in that each
has different inscriptions under the strike. These predate the
ABNCo archive sale but are production die proofs, probably
used to test slight variations in the frame colors (Figs. 9a-b).
As previously reported in the CZP [2] most of the Canal

a)

b)

frame is on the left hand side in the color of the frame. On the
1920 50c and $1 stamps the F-numbers for both frame and
vignette are on the right hand side.
Inscription Should be Gaillard Cut not Culebra Cut
As noted in Canal Zone Stamps, Executive Secretary
McIlvaine wrote to Narciso Garay, the Secretary of Foreign
Affairs of Panama, November 27, 1916, pointing out that the
official name of the cut had been changed from Culebra Cut
to Gaillard Cut, and he requested that the inscriptions on the
12c and 15c stamps be changed accordingly.
December 5, 1916. Ehrman sent a coded cable to ABNCo
asking if the change could be made. The same day ABNCo
cabled back that it was “too late to make change.”
December 22, 1916. ABNCo wrote Panama that they
were shipping 1,000,000 stamps on the Steamer Metapan on
December 23:
500,000 12c
250,000 15c
250,000 24c

a)

b)

Fig. 9 a) 15c Production large die proof; b) 24c Production
large die proof

Zone ABNCo specimen stamps were bought by a group of
collectors and reported in previous issues of the CZP. Full
sheet color photocopies were made and the sheet description
and stamp position number written on the back in pencil. An
example of these stamps with the top selvage and Foreign
Order number both engraved and hand-stamped in red is
shown on the Canal Zone specimen stamps (Figs. 10a-b).
Note that on the 12c, 15c, and 24c stamps the F-number of the

a)

b)
Fig. 10 a) 15c Canal Zone specimen multiple showing
inscription and hand stamped F5082; b) 24c Canal Zone
specimen multiple showing inscription and hand stamped
F5082

December 30, 1916. The ABNCo wrote Panama that
they were sending the remainder of stamps, 250,000 15c,
250,000 24c, on the Steamer Pastores that day and that they
were sending 200 stamps of each denomination by parcel post
to the Secretaria de Gobierno y Justicia.
According to Canal Zone Stamps, Panama delivered the
complete order of 1,500,000 stamps to the Canal Zone on
January 17, 1917.
The 15c and 24c stamps and design materials
after delivery
In 1924 the ABNCo renumbered all of its old dies. A
variety of die proofs showing these changes have appeared on
the secondary market after the 1990 ABNCo archive sale. The
15c vignette die number was changed from C-1502 to V43254
(Figs. 11a-b) and the 24c vignette die number from C-1503 to
V43255 (Fig. 12a-b).
Sometime after 1924 the ABNCo created a set of index cards
that had a summary of design and printing data. These cards
contain valuable information but are sometimes incomplete
or incorrect so the collector should check any figures with a
second source if possible. Because of the unique situation of
the Canal Zone and Panama often sharing the same or similar
stamp, some information on the card can be confusing. The
index cards for the both the 15c and 24c stamps (Fig. 13a-b)
provide the Foreign Order number F 5082 which is that for
the Canal Zone order but does not mention that in 1918 there
was a Panama order F 5634. It also uses the date 10/17/16,
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with a 24c stamp (Fig. 14d) are recorded. Fig. 14e shows the
unique Coveleski cover showing all five Canal Zone pictorial
stamps, Scott Nos. 49-51, 58-59.

The 1917 Canal Zone 15c and 24c Stamps
continued from page 21

The 1918 Panama 15c and 24c Stamp Order F5634
May 20, 1918. The Department of Post and Telegraphs
sent Juan Ehrman, the agent of the ABNCo in Panama, a
letter stating that they would order 1,000,000 1c Balboa,

a)
a)

b)

Fig. 12 a) 1924 – ABNCo renumbered 15c frame die;
b) 1924 – ABNCo renumbered 24c frame die

b)

a)

b)

Fig. 13 a) Index card for 15c stamp; b) Index card for
24c stamp

the date that the ABNCo Foreign Sales Department wrote an
internal order for these stamps, as a reference, whereas the
correspondence normally refers to 10/25/16.
In 1933 the plates were destroyed. Destruction plate proofs
with the frame in green and the vignette in black, all on thin
card, were sold in Lot 546 at the ABNCo archive sale. Today
their location is unknown.
The first mention of these stamps in the US philatelic
press was in Mekeel’s, February 10, 1917. [3] Gerald Bliss, the
Canal Zone postmaster at Gatun, and Emil J. Rall had sent
Mekeel’s a newspaper clipping stating that the stamps were
expected to be issued Monday, January 22, somewhat earlier
than expected and as they went to press Mekeel’s had just
received “specimens of these three beautiful stamps.”
The earliest known usage of the 15c and 24c stamps
according to the CZSG was March 1, 1917. [4] The CZSG
estimates that 125,000 15c and 170,000 24c stamps were
issued and the rest burned in 1937. [5]

c)

d)

Canal Zone 15c and 24c Stamps on Cover
Covers bearing the Canal Zone 15c stamp are difficult to
find and their condition is often less than ideal. Because 15c
paid the 5c rate for an internal first class one ounce letter plus
the 10c registry fee, these stamps are usually found on covers
to Europe. Two commercial covers bearing the 15c stamp are
shown (Figs. 14a and 14b).
No correctly rated commercial first class cover bearing a
24c stamp has been recorded. Should anyone have one, please
send a scan to the author of this article or the Editor of the
CZP.
As the parcel post mailing rate for each pound of a parcel
package to the US was 12c, this provided another use for the
12c and 24c stamps. No wrapper has been seen with a 12c
stamp, but one wrapper with a 15c stamp (Fig. 14c) and one
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e)
Fig. 14 a) Letter to Finland: 10c pays registry fee, 5c 1st class
foreign letter; b) Letter to US: 10c pays registry fee, additional
6c for 3 ounces or less; c) Wrapper of 1st class mail to US:
10c for registry fee, 14c pays weight up to 7 ounces. Courtesy
Tom Brougham d) Wrapper to US: 10c pays registry fee, 24c
pays 1 pound parcel post. Courtesy Tom Brougham; e) Only
recorded Canal Zone cover with complete set of pictorials.
ex-Plass
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and 1,000,000 Cordoba stamps as well as 50,000 each of the
12c, Scott Panama No. 214, 15c, Scott 215, and 24c, Scott
216, stamps without the Canal Zone overprint, and that the
Secretario de Hacienda would confirm the order. These orders
were for stamps that had previously been manufactured so
there is little correspondence concerning them in the ABNCo
files.
May 21, 1918. The Secretario de Hacienda confirmed
the order and Ehrman sent the original orders to the ABNCo
where the 12c, 15c, and 24c stamps were assigned Foreign
Order number 5634.
July 31, 1918. The invoice for this order was sent to
the Panama Consul in New York City and the stamps were
shipped on the SS Almirante. The cost to Panama to print
50,000 15c and 50,000 24c stamps was $70.
August 20, 1918. The ABNCo wrote Panama that they
had been paid $1551.56 for orders F5634 and F5635 on August
16, which settled the account.
August 23, 1918. Panama issued Decree No. 135 of 1918,
Decreto Numero 135 de 1918, in Gaceta Oficial. It allowed the
use of the 12c, 15c, and 24c stamps in Panama.
The legendary stamp dealer Kasimir Bileski bought Lot 569
at the 1990 ABNCo archive sale. It contained approximately
300 full and partial sheets of specimens. Among these were
three full sheets of the Panama 12c, 15c, and 24c stamps. Mr.
Bileski sold country specimen stamps in lots of one stamp
from each printing (Fig. 15a-b).

a)

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 16 a) Oct. 2, 1921 to Austria: 5c pays registry fee, 5c
foreign rate, 6c for double weight; b) Dec. 24, 1920 to US: 5c
Panama F30 registry stamp pays registry fee; c) Feb. 8, 1931:
15c stamp pays 10c registry, 5c A.R. 1c Stamp is for a special
tax only valid 3 months

the Canal Zone in Fig. 14e.
The CZSG and COPAPHIL have started a census of covers
bearing each of these three denominations. If you wish to
contribute, please send a scan of 300 dpi of both sides of any
covers that you have to the author. Eventually we hope to post
a spreadsheet of our findings on our homepages.
NOTE: This paper will be published simultaneously in The
Canal Zone Philatelist and COPACARTA as was done with
previous papers.

b)

Fig. 15 a) Panama 15c specimen stamp; b) Panama 24c
specimen stamp

The Panama lots were priced at $1000 each and along with
the stamps came a list of all of the stamps and the Foreign
Order numbers. In his list, the 12c, 15c, and 24c pictorial
stamps were identified as order 5634 which would come from
the red hand-stamped number on the selvage.
Panama did not need a 15c or 24c stamp in 1918 for
first class letters but they could have been used to pay for
overweight letters or packages. The internal parcel post rate
per pound for a package was 12c in 1918 which meant that
the 12c stamp could have seen legitimate usage. In 1925 the
package rate from Panama to the US was increased to 14c/
pound.
In 1929 Panama raised its registry rate from 5c to 10c
justifying the use of the 15c stamp on externally registered
letters but only one commercial cover with the 15c stamp
paying that 10c registry fee and 5c foreign rate has been
recorded (Fig. 16a-b).
This article concludes the series of articles on the 12c, 15c,
24c, 50c, and $1 ABNCo pictorials with the unique Coveleski
cover showing all five stamps of Panama (Fig. 17). This cover
is a twin of the only recorded cover showing all five stamps of

Fig. 17 Mar. 13, 1923. Only recorded Panama cover with
complete set of pictorials
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Private Wrappers of Canal Zone
by John K. Courtis FRPSL

A postal stationery philatelist sent me an email about
a year ago and referred to me as a “data geek” because of
my penchant for hand-collecting daily eBay image listings
of used post office postal stationery wrappers. My interest
in developing image databases started in September 2003
partly as a response to the lack of literature on wrappers.
The series of Higgins & Gage Postal Stationery Catalogues
contain a comprehensive listing of worldwide wrappers but
these catalogues are dated, incomplete, and not especially
user friendly. This lack of relevant literature will soon
change with the imminent publication of the Kosniowski
Catalogue of Postal Stationery Wrappers of the Whole
World. This is a project that has been several years in the
compiling and is a comprehensive and extremely detailed
listing of newspaper wrappers that will reach about 1,000
pages published in two volumes.
There is no counterpart catalogue or listing of non-post
office or private wrappers, understandably so because of
their private nature. On December 3, 2009, I commenced
developing a database of worldwide private wrappers and
over a period of more than five years this database has
grown to 5,200 wrapper images of which only five are from
the Canal Zone. There were no official post office postal
stationery wrappers issued by the Canal Zone. The purpose
of this article is to illustrate and discuss each of these five
examples as an aid to Canal Zone collectors. The figures are
eBay Internet images; some information can be difficult to
read. Other Canal Zone examples may have been listed on
other Internet sites and sold by dealers to known collectors.
The term wrapper from a philatelic and U.P.U. point
of view is defined as a paper sleeve open at both ends to
enable postal authorities to inspect the contents. Wrappers
such as these are intended for the wrapping of newspapers,
magazines, and a variety of approved printed matter that
qualify for concessionary mail rates. There is usually an
insistence that such enclosures must not contain anything
which could be construed as a private letter. Hence, the
open-endedness of the wrapper allows postal authorities to
undertake random or targeted inspections if needed. An
extended definition of wrapper is applied in this paper to
include as two examples of parcel wrappers larger sheets
of paper to wrap around an entire parcel but stamped and
addressed. These wrappers are included for the record and
emphasize the point that any form of wrapper from the
Canal Zone is elusive.
Others have written about wrappers in this journal.
Mention was made of wrappers used to deliver Time
magazine to the Canal Zone in the 1940s. [1] Another
mention of the use of a wrapper was made by Weiss. [2] In
discussing items in the Brett collection he wrote: “There is a
Scott No. 1 used on a wrapper to pay the 2c third class rate
for up to two ounces of printed matter or merchandise. The
rate remained in effect until April 15, 1925 when the rate
increased from 1c to 1.5c per 2 ounces. This is the earliest
example of a Canal Zone wrapper and the only recorded first
cancel; previously only three covers (franked with No. 2 or
No. 3) were known from Gatun. Unfortunately, the stamp
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is badly damaged. At the 2012 APS AmeriStamp Expo in
Atlanta, the item was seen by several US experts who all
agreed that it was a wrapper and not a cut-down cover. It
was then submitted to APEX where it received certificate
number 199610 in April 2012.”
Free of Duty Marking
The first example appears to be a large fragment of a
parcel wrapper (Fig. 1). The 14c adhesives comprise a
horizontal pair of Scott No. 23 plus a 10c Scott No. 26. The
sender was C. E. Black, Cristobal, CZ and the addressee
is Mildred Black (a family member?) in Lancaster, Ohio.
The registered marking to the right and well below the
adhesives reads “Cristobal C.Z. APR 11 1907.” A diamondshaped purple handstamp was applied on arrival in
New York: PASSED// FREE OF DUTY// N.Y. (the rest is
illegible). There are also blue crayon markings: a circle and
the initials NV and large “X.” The parcel was registered as
the number 21081 and the CZ registry marking is probably
RgX1-3. Inspection of the actual wrapper might reveal
additional information.

Fig. 1 1907 Registered wrapper to US

A censor label is affixed to the right-hand side of this
second wrapper (Fig. 2). There is nothing legible on the
address side of the label which has been folded around the
end. A copy of Scott No. 39 is tied by an M1 Balboa Heights
cancel dated December 9, 1918. Address details are Mr. &
Mrs. U. G. Charles (?), San Gabriel, California, USA and
Route 1 Box 397.

Fig. 2 Censored wrapper from 1918

The third wrapper, shown in Fig. 3, bears a single copy of
Scott No. 105, cancelled in Cristobal in 1934. The addressee
is Mr. H. M. Edel, P.O. Box 72, Savannah, Georgia, U.S.A.
There are no other markings on the face of the wrapper.
From September 1922 the printed paper rate was 1c, so this
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Fig. 3 1c Rate on a 1934 wrapper

wrapper seems to be a correctly used single rate.
Private Printing Added
The initials IPHV surround an illustrated globe shown
in Fig. 4 with the date 1885 above and Berlin NW 7 beneath
on a wrapper from Mainz. More complete sender details are
shown also: IPHV – COURIER MAINZ, POSTFACH 364.
The adhesive is a 1928 1c Gorgas (Scott No. 105) with a
GATUN OCT 7 4.50PM C.Z., 1937 cancel. To the right of
the adhesive is a red meter mark bearing a 5c postal rate
but no other legible information from the Internet image.
It was originally addressed to Canal Zone Stamp Co.,
Mittelamerika, Gatun, C.Z. but this was readdressed in red
crayon to 2217 Hulde (?) St., Houston, Texas (USA). It was
probably the readdressing to the USA that attracted the
higher postage meter marking. This wrapper seems also to
be a correct usage of the 1c printed paper rate at that time.
An Internet search revealed a poster stamp shown in Fig.
5 with the same basic image plus additional information.
Air Mail and Insured
To complete a nice array of wrapper types, this fifth
wrapper in Fig. 6 is a second parcel wrapper with an
assortment of postal history markings. There are five
straight-line purple handstamps Par Avion-By Air Mail.
There is an oval purple handstamp reading INSURED with

Fig. 4 1937 Wrapper to Canal Zone Stamp Co. in Gatun

Fig. 6 Parcel wrapper with air mail postage

10c in manuscript within. There are two double circle Air
Mail cancels in purple: BALBOA C.Z. APR 2 1958. The pair
of the 5c Stevens (Scott No. 139) paid the 10c insurance
fee. The 42c airmail parcel postage was paid with a 30c
Williamson (Scott No. 113) and 12c Gaillard (Scott No. 109).
The 12c and one 5c were cancelled in BALBOA CANAL
ZONE. The 30c stamp was added after the Balboa circular
cancels and obliterated separately. The sender was Dorothy
Brickman, Box 105, Balboa, C.Z. and the addressee was
Mr. Larry Levine, 294 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
(USA). A purple 3-line handstamp was added upon arrival
in Boston PASSED FREE// US POSTAGE// BOSTON
USA.
The author welcomes communication about this article
in particular, and this subject in general at acapajc@friends.
cityu.edu.hk.
References
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Incoming Mail to the Compagnie
Universelle de Canal Interoceanique
by Brad Wilde

For an effort as large as the French attempt to build a
canal across the Isthmus of Panama, there is very little mail
pertaining to the effort. There are probably fewer than 50
letters recorded that are directly linked to this effort. The
vast majority are letters from Panama back to Europe, mainly
to France. These letters probably survived as they were sent
back to family members and companies that had business
interests with the French Company. Only a few letters into
Panama have survived because of the humidity, insects,
deaths of the recipients while on the Isthmus, and the lack
of a reason to save them. Many of the manual laborers were
also illiterate. To date I have only been able to record 7 covers
addressed to workers or to the French Company. I have no
doubt that more exist, but they are probably in collections
of the sending country and the rarity of the address is not
recognized.
The Geographical Society of Paris organized a committee in
1876 to gather information about Central American geography
in order to see if it would be feasible to build an interoceanic
canal. After two years of exploration Lt. Lucien N.B. Wyse
reported back that the best route would be a sea level canal
between Limon Bay on the Caribbean and Panama City on the
Pacific Ocean. On August 17, 1879, the Compagnie Universelle
de Canal Interoceanique de Panama (henceforth referred to
as The French Company) was organized with Ferdinand de
Lesseps as the President. The headquarters in Panama City
was at the Grand Hotel on Cathedral Plaza (Fig 1).

Fig. 2 Cover from Norway to Bohio Soldado in 1886 to
a Norwegian engineer

New French Company) was formed to try and complete the
work using a series of locks. However, support for the project
had withered away and financing proved to be difficult. By
1898 The New French Company was broke. Eventually The
New French Company was purchased by the United States
Government, a new canal treaty was signed with the newly
established Republic of Panama, and the canal was completed
in 1914.
The workforce under French Canal Companies was an
international one with workers from around the world. At
the peak in 1884 over 19,000 men were employed. While
the engineers and other white collar employees were
predominantly from Europe, the vast majority of the laborers
were from the West Indies, in particular, Jamaica. Illness
and death began almost immediately with the first yellow
fever death occurring in June of 1881. Medical services were
quickly established and the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul took
over. Large hospitals were established at Colon and Ancon.
The Sisters, however, did not understand how yellow fever
and malaria were spread, so deaths continued to mount.
While the official records indicate 5,609 people died during
the construction, the actual number is estimated to be around
25,000.
With such a large number of workers one would assume
that mail from and into the French Canal Companies would be

Fig. 1 Headquarters of the Compagnie Universelle de
Canal Interoceanique de Panama on Cathedral Plaza
in Panama City

The work commenced with the firm of Couvreux and
Hersent starting the project in March of 1881. However, by
1885 that company had withdrawn from the project and a
number of smaller contractors took on the work. This proved
unsatisfactory and by 1887 the work was being done by
a smaller group of larger contractors. In 1888 The French
Company finally admitted that the sea-level canal was not
possible and the plans were changed to have a lock canal
instead. However, by this time most of the capital had been
spent and The Company declared bankruptcy in 1889. It
took more than 4 years to liquidate The French Company.
In 1894 the Compagnie Nouvelle de Canal de Panama (The
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Fig. 3 Cover mailed from England to Bas-Matachin in 1888
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Fig. 4 1889 Cover from France to Colon

Fig. 6 1886 Cover from Mexico City

plentiful. However, this is not true. The Lange “Via Panama”
collection noted only two covers mailed into the French Canal
Companies or to employees at Panama. They were sold by
David Feldman when the Lange collection was auctioned. I
have been able to find five additional covers during the past
20 years.
The first (Fig. 2) was mailed to Bohio Soldado, via London,
from Christiana, Norway, on March 6, 1886. It is franked
with the 5 and 10 ore issue of 1886. The recipient, Thorval
Strom, was an engineer. Bohio Soldado was a small hamlet
located on the line of the Panama Railroad until the French
made it the site of one of their district headquarters in 1882.
They erected a machine shop there. The town continued
to be inhabited until the US Canal era. In 1908 it had 526
inhabitants, of whom 447 were either West Indian or native,
69 white, and 10 Chinese.
The second cover (Fig. 3) was mailed to Bas Matachin
from Blaina, England, on December 26, 1888. It transited
Gloucester, Newport, and London on December 29th and
Colon and Panama City on January 30th. It is franked with
the ½ pence, 2 ½ pence, and 5 pence issue of 1887, the socalled “Jubilee” set to commemorate the 50th anniversary of
the coronation of Queen Victoria.
The addressee, Alphonse Edouard Vermand, was born
in 1842 and joined The French Company on November 16,

1885. Matachin is located where the Chagres and Obipo
rivers converge. A way station was built there during the
construction of the Panama Railroad. It was one of the few
places where a system of sidetracks were built so that trains
bound in opposite directions could pass each other. During
the French era this was a labor camp with a large number of
machine shops. In 1908 there were 2,042 inhabitants.
Mailed from Paris, France, to Henri Victor Albert Parrain
at Colon on January 8, 1889, the cover in Fig. 4 is franked
with the 25 centimes “Peace & Commerce” issue of 1886. There
are no transit or receiving marks. Mr. Parrain, born on June
8, 1881, worked for the Comptroller’s office at the company
hospital in Colon. Colon was the principal city located on the
Atlantic side of the Canal. It was originally founded by the
Panama Railroad Company and called Aspinwall after the
founder of the railroad William Henry Aspinwall. The locals
called the city Colon after Christopher Colombus (Colon).
The name Aspinwall disappeared after Panamanian postal
officials refused to deliver mail using that address. In 1901
Colon’s population was 3,001.
Also mailed from Paris, France, the cover in Fig. 5 was
addressed to Gabriel de Petro, an Italian contractor born in
1846. He worked as a foreman. The letter was mailed to
Panama City on November 17, 1885. There are no transit or
receiving marks. Panama City is where the headquarters of
The French Canal Company was located (Fig. 1).
The final letter, in Fig. 6, was mailed from Mexico City,
Mexico, to the 5th Division of The French Company on
December 19, 1886. There are no transit or receiving marks.
The sender was with the Dominican Republic Consulate and
was attending the Iberian American Congress that was being
held there. It is franked with the 1 and 4 centavos issue of
1886. Carlos Manuel Endara, an Ecuadoran born in 1866,
joined The French Company in 1886 and worked as a designer
for the 5th division of the Company – the division responsible
for the Pacific entrance to the canal. Mr. Endara stayed in
Panama and opened a photographic establishment, and his
studio is now a museum.
Bibliography
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Fig. 5 1885 Cover from France to Panama City

Lange auction, David Feldman, SA Stamp Auctions
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“On Time” – The Railroad and the Mails
on the Canal Zone
by George R. Campbell

The Panama Railroad (PRR) – the first transcontinental
railroad between the Atlantic and Pacific – was completed
in 1855, more than a half century before the opening of the
Panama Canal. Initially a public company, ownership and
operation of the PRR was transferred to the French Canal
Company in 1881, but reverted to the United States in 1904,

Fig. 1 Early view of PRR terminal at Aspinwall (Colon),
showing mail car
Table 1
Entwistle RMS/RPO Listings

Text

Entwistle
Numbers

ANCONCRISTOBAL RMS

RMS -1 – RMS-2
(4 varieties)

THE
PANAMA
CANAL RPO

RMS-3
(double circle, no year)

THE
PANAMA
CANAL RPO

RMS-4 – RMS-6a
(duplex, RMS in killer;
8 varieties)

THE
PANAMA
CANAL RPO

RMS-5
(duplex, numeral “1”
in killer)
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corresponding to the initiation of US efforts to construct a
canal.
Undoubtedly, the PRR carried mails across the Isthmus
from its earliest days. Indeed, a contemporaneous lithograph
from Harper’s Magazine (Fig. 1) shows a railroad mail car
at the docks in Aspinwall (Colon). However, there are no
examples of postal markings to document such transits by
rail, at least until 1908. According to Tatelman [1], regular
Railway Mail Service (RMS) on the Panama Railroad started
in early January, 1905. Initially, mail messengers on each
train received mail only from the postmasters at the terminal
cities, Cristobal or Ancon. Later on, the railway mail clerks
would receive, cancel, and sort mail received at each station
stop. Reported RMS markings applied on board the trains
date from about 1908. [1]
Entwistle [2] reports at least 14 different types of RMS, or
Railway Post Office (RPO), markings, as summarized in Table
1. These differ by wording and/or geometric configuration.
Entwistle provides a measuring device in his book. There may
be other varieties, as measurements do not always conform to
those listed by Entwistle.
Each of the RMS/RPO markings typically includes a “TR”
number (sometimes omitted) within the oval or circular date
stamp. These are train numbers, with the even numbers,
e.g., 2, 4, 6, 8, corresponding to northbound trains (Ancon-

Table 2 Panama Railroad Train Schedule, effective January 31, 1915
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Fig. 2 Early RMS cover with TR7 marking (RMS-1) applied
along the Main Line

Cristobal), while odd numbers, e.g., 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, applied to
southbound trains (Cristobal-Ancon). The RMS markings
typically do not include a time in the date stamp, but there
are a few known exceptions. Figure 2 shows an early RMS
cover, franked with a 2c Hamilton issue (Scott No. 23), tied
by an indistinct town marking dated May 4, 1909. An AnconCristobal RMS marking (RMS-1 – TR 7, May 4, 1909) was
applied as a backstamp.
Train schedules, showing train (TR) numbers and
departure and arrival times at various stations, were
periodically published in issues of the Canal Record, the
weekly newspaper of the Isthmian Canal Commission. Table
2 shows an example of a PRR timetable, No. 21, effective
January 31, 1915. [3] Note that this table includes “Main
Line” trains traveling between Ancon (Panama) and Cristobal
(Colon), numbered 3 through 8, which are among the most
common TR numbers found in RPO cancels. The table also
lists train numbers 31 through 39, which operated on the “Las
Cascadas Shuttle” during this period. It is interesting to view
this table in comparison to the July 1915 Canal Zone Postal
Guide. Chapter III, Section 13 of the Guide notes that “Mail
will be dispatched daily by all trains of the main line and by
the following trains of the Las Cascadas shuttle line, Nos.
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39.” RPO markings containing
these numbers are scarce. Figure 3 shows a cover with a Las
Cascadas TR number (33), dated Jun 18 (1915). This marking
is an example of Entwistle type RMS-3, a double circle with
no year date. The backstamped receiving marking, Balboa
Heights, June 18, 1915, confirms the year.

Fig. 3 RMS cover with TR33 marking, applied along the
Las Cascadas Branch

Fig. 4 RMS cover with TR20 marking used on Sundays

Fig. 5 Unusual PRR Station Agent’s marking applied
at Frijoles

It should be noted that the PRR train numbers changed
frequently. For example, TR numbers 20 through 30 were, for
a time, assigned to trains that operated on Sundays. These
numbers, too, are quite scarce. An example is shown in Fig.
4, a picture post card into the Zone bearing a RMS-1 oval
marking in red, dated April 4, 1909, TR 20. This card was
forwarded several times, from Paraiso to Ancon to Cul(ebra).
An Ancon April 3 receiving marking suggests that the April
4 RPO marking represented the final segment of this card’s
journey to Culebra – on the northbound train 20. In addition,
train numbers ranging from 40 up to at least 149 are listed in
various timetables. It is highly unlikely that TR numbers in
RPO cancels exist across this entire spectrum.
In the early days of the Canal Zone Postal Service, many
of the Station Agents along the PRR served as postmasters.
Subsequently, postmasters at the various towns were
appointed by the Governor of the Canal Zone. Some towns,
or stations, along the PRR did not have post offices. In such
cases, mail was typically entrusted to a station agent for
delivery to the next arriving mail train. An unusual example
of this practice is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is a post card with
its stamp (Scott No. 106) tied by an Entwistle type RMS-4f
duplex, dated December 19, 1904, TR 4. Of particular note is
the rectangular marking at the upper left, reading PANAMA
RAILROAD/DEC 17 ‘34/FRIJOLES. At this time, there was
no post office at Frijoles; one had existed from April 16 to
September 30, 1914, and its markings are extremely rare.
Hence, the marking shown here is not a postal marking, but a
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“On Time”

The Panama Mobile Force
by Wayne Worthington

continued from page 29

Recently while searching online for US Army units serving
in the Canal Zone, I came across a chart I had never seen
before. It is the organization chart of the Panama Mobile
Force (PMF), dated December 7, 1941, shown in Fig. 1. This
very informative item is the subject of this article. Covers
from the various units that made up the PMF are included
as figures.
Caribbean Defense Command
Panama Sector
Panama Canal Department
Panama Mobile Force
7 December 1941
Panama
Mobile Force

HQ

Fig. 6 Last day cover, PRR RPO

5

railroad agent’s handstamp, probably used to validate tickets.
The PRR Railway Mail Service was discontinued on May
15, 1954. Figure 6 shows a “Last Day Cover” prepared for
Judge E.I.P. Tatelman, with a type RMS-6 TR-3 marking.
This, however, was not the RPO’s last hurrah. On January
28, 1955, the Canal Zone issued a stamp (Scott No. 147) to
commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Panama Railroad.
For this occasion, a special mail car was attached to train No.
1, in which postal personnel provided “First Day of Issue”
cancellations of this commemorative (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 First day cover of PRR 100th Anniversary
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Source: UNITED STATES ARMY and Mark Boland

Fig. 1 Organization chart for Panama Mobile Force

I have written about the PMF before, but it was always in
relation to other commands. I have never drilled down into
the PMF’s structure until now.
The chart shows the Caribbean Defense Command (CDC)
(Fig. 2), which in 1941 commanded all Army units in Central
America, Panama, the Caribbean, and northern South
America. This provided unity of command in preparation
for possible world war. It was activated on May 8, 1941 at
Quarry Heights and deactivated in 1947.
Subordinate to the CDC was the Panama Canal
Department (PCD) (Fig. 3). It was formed on July 1, 1917
in Balboa, originally to command all Army and Army Air
Force units in Central America and Panama. In April 1920,
it moved to Quarry Heights. By 1941, it would report to the
CDC and take command of Army units in the Zone, plus
Guatemala, Galapagos, Ecuador, and Peru. The PCD was
deactivated in 1947 along with the CDC.
As war began in Europe, the War Department formed the
PMF on September 1, 1939 (Fig. 4) to relieve the PCD from
direct tactical defense responsibilities for the Canal. The PMF
took command of the units shown on the chart. The chart
shows the symbol for the PMF with double XX that identifies
an Army Division. Perhaps because it was to serve in an
external territory, it was not given the traditional numeric

[3] The Canal Record, Vol. viii, p. 215, January 27, 1915

C13 with Pre-Printing Paper Crease
by Mike Demski

A copy of C13 with a paper
crease has been discovered and
is shown in Fig. 1. This will be
referenced in the Check List
as “At least one copy exists
with a white streak across the
stamp due to a horizontal preprinting paper crease.”
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Fig. 1 Pre-printing
paper crease on C13

Fig. 2 Cover with corner card Caribbean Defense Command
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Fig. 3 Cover from a major in the Panama Canal Department
Fig. 6 Cover from a member of the 14th Infantry Regiment

Fig. 4 Cover from a sergeant in Panama Mobile Force

designation such as the 1st or 4th Division. The strength of the
PMF command unit is shown by the symbol with a black bar,
double XX, and crossed rifles of the infantry. This signifies
that this was a Company-size unit and, as a Headquarters
Company, its size would be 20-100 men. For postal history
collectors, this means that covers from the PMF headquarters,
while not scarce, would be less common than any of the units
under its command.
In the 1940s, a Division would command three Regiments.
The chart shows three regiments and their locations on the
left side of the chart. The 5th Regiment was ordered to the
Zone in September 1939 and was stationed at Camp Paraiso
just north of Pedro Miguel. The 14th Regiment was assigned to
Ft. Davis on October 27, 1920. The 33rd Regiment (The Canal
Zone’s Own) was formed on July 6, 1916 and stationed at Ft.
Clayton. The chart shows the 33rd symbol with a (-) because
the 1st Battalion was sent to Dutch Guiana to reinforce the
Netherland Forces protecting the bauxite mines from German
forces in the Caribbean (Figs. 5-7).

Fig. 7 Cover from a member of the 33rd Infantry Regiment

In addition to three Infantry Regiments, a 1940s Division
would command a Division Artillery (DIVARTY) and Support
Troops. Moving right on the chart from the Infantry units,
the symbol is for the DIVARTY composed of 2 Field Artillery
Battalions, the 2nd and 87th. These Battalions were 75mm
Howitzer units and the “pack” means mounted or towed by
horses and mules (Figs. 8-9). These artillery units are Field
Artillery and should not be confused with the large array of
Coastal Artillery units that were commanded by a Coastal
Artillery Brigade stationed at Ft. Amador and reported
directly to the PCD and not the PMF.
The next symbol on the chart is the 1st Cavalry Troop stationed
at Ft. Clayton and I have not seen a cover from this unit.
The next five symbols on the chart are the Support Troops
in direct support of the PMF and its subordinates. The unit
symbolized by a horizontal “E” is the 11th Engineer Regiment
which reported to the Zone on June 2, 1921. The 11th performed

Fig. 5 Cover from a captain in 5th Infantry Regiment
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Fig. 8 APO cover from a member of 2nd Field
continued on page 32
Artillery Battalion
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The Panama Mobile Force
continued from page 31

Fig. 12 Cover from a member of the 70th Medical Battalion
Fig. 9 Cover from a 87th Field Artillery Battalion member

Fig. 13 Cover from a member of the 501st Parachute Battalion
Fig. 10 Cover from a member of the 11th Engineer Regiment

a wide range of engineering tasks including supporting the
construction of the PCD/CDC command post, a tunnel inside
the mountain on Quarry Heights (Fig. 10).
The unit symbolized by a lightning bolt is the 10th Signal
Company (Fig 11). It is one of many Signal Companies on the
Zone depicted by a variety of covers. Each Regiment had a
signal company as did most of the Forts on the Zone. There
was also a cluster of specialized Signal units at Corozal, a key
logistics center. The 10th was in direct support solely of the
PMF units.
The third support symbol of a cross in the unit box is
the 70th Medical Battalion (Fig. 12) headquartered at Ft.
Clayton. Covers can be found from soldiers of the 70th mailed
from locations throughout the Zone. They would perform
temporary or augmentation duty at aid stations with other
units or with the hospitals located in the Zone and send their
mail from whatever location they were assigned.

The two wagon wheel symbols signify the 61st and 62nd
Quartermaster Transport Companies. These units provided
logistical support to the PMF units using mules. They were
closely linked operationally with the stables, veterinarians,
and depots all located at Corozal. I have no covers of these
units, although I have seen some in my searches.
Finally, the two symbols on the right side of the chart are
airborne-air delivered infantry battalions. The 501st was a
parachute battalion (Fig. 13) and the 550th was an airborne
(glider) battalion (Fig. 14). They were both stationed at Ft.
Kobbe, which was co-located with Howard Air Base. This
was partly for convenience, but more importantly for rapid
responses, as these units were charged with rapid-response
missions throughout the entire CDC region.
The Panama Mobile Force was deactivated on February
28, 1946.
If you have covers from any of these units for which I do
not have any, I would appreciate it if you would send a scan to
me at waynew@erols.com.

Fig. 11 Cover from a 10th Signal Company member

Fig. 14 Cover from a member of the 550th Airborne Battalion
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Scott No. 12: Plating the Basic Stamps
From the First Vertical Row
by Geoffrey Brewster

You can plate copies of Canal Zone Scott No. 12 from the
first vertical row without even examining the CANAL/ZONE
and/or PANAMA overprints! This is especially useful when
the CZ overprint has no prominent plating characteristic(s),
although tiny characteristics of the CZ overprint often confirm
the plating of the basic stamp.
Plating the 5c basic Colombian stamp utilizes the topmost
of the two dots that are near the upper left corner of each
stamp (except pos. 1 of the top pane which has no dots) in the
first vertical row of both the top and bottom panes from the

sheet or plate of 200 (See Fig. 1; Table 1). The dots may be
layout dots. (Editor: The dots may be hard to see in the figure.)
Plating the stamps can be accomplished by measuring
the spacing from the stamp border left to the center of the
topmost dot, and the alignment of that dot relative to the
horizontal lines of the crosshatching below the edge of the
upper left corner ornament.
Plating the basic stamp may have another use – identifying
a stamp’s major CZSG No., because one or more printings
of Scott No. 12 may exist in only top or bottom panes. More
data, such as an ample census of pane positions per printing,
probably is required to determine if this use exists. Here is my
current record of confirmed plate positions by CZSG number.
Top Panes: 12Aa, 12.D (to date only from Scott 12e), 12.Eb,
12.Fa, and 12.Fb. Bottom panes: 12.Aa, 12.Ab, 12.Bb, 12.C/D
(hybrid – uncertain if 12.C, 12.D, or an unlisted Panama
printing), 12.D, 12.E, 12.Fa, and 12.G.
Table 1 Topmost Dot Left of Upper Left Corner

Fig. 1 Scott No. 12 left margin positions 31, 41, 51

Readers’ Comments and Editor’s Notes
Communications by readers are encouraged and, if viewed
as of possible interest to the readers of the CZP, may be
included in the CZP.
E. David Allen, a CZSG member from the UK, writes
that he has an interest in Gerald D. Bliss, late of Canal Zone
fame, and he has postcards sent to him from the Levant
(1906) with an inscription of ‘c.c.c.’ David indicates that he
has done some research and discovered that c.c.c. represents
the Cosmopolitan Correspondence Club of Milwaukee, and
indicates that apparently one had to be a member to receive
such correspondence, and postal items were sent from member
to member. He is interested in learning if any CZSG members
can provide further information about the c.c.c, including
sending scans of additional examples of covers. These can be
sent to your Editor at the address listed on page 2.

Position

Top Pane

Bottom Pane

Spacing Pos. 1
Alignment

No dot
No dot

0.35 mm (between 0.3 and 0.4
mm) Beside Line 2

Spacing Pos. 11
Alignment

0.35 mm (between 0.3 and
0.4 mm) Between lines 2 & 3

0.45 mm (between 0.4 and 0.5
mm) Beside Line 3

Spacing Pos. 21
Alignment

0.2 mm
Beside line 3

0.55 mm (between 0.5 and 0.6
mm) Beside Line 3

Spacing Pos. 31
Alignment

0.35 mm (between 0.3 and
0.4 mm) Beside line 3

0.7 mm
Beside Line 2

Spacing Pos. 41
Alignment

0.35 mm (between 0.3 and
0.4 mm) Between lines 3 & 4

0.5 mm
Between Lines 3 & 4

Spacing Pos. 51
Alignment

0.35 mm (between 0.3
and 0.4 mm) Just below
line 2

0.25 mm (between 0.2 and 0.3
mm) Beside Line 3 (sometimes
with spur up to line 2)

Spacing Pos. 61
Alignment

0.6 mm
Beside lines 3

0.5 mm
“Beside” and just above line 4

Spacing Pos. 71
Alignment

0.45 mm (between 0.4 and
0.5 mm) Between lines 3 & 4

0.35 mm-0.40 between 0.3 and
0.4 mm or 0.40) Beside Line 3

Spacing Pos. 81
Alignment

0.45 mm (between 0.4 and
0.5 mm) Beside line 3

0.6 mm Beside Line 4

Spacing Pos. 91
Alignment

0.25 mm (between 0.2
and 0.3 mm)
Between lines 3 & 4

0.5 mm
Beside Line 4

CZSG member Albert Little sent a scan of a CZ No. 22 on
a post card. The “C” in CANAL ZONE is very lightly printed.
In fact it’s almost gone.

Fig. 1
Scott No. 22 with
incomplete C in
CANAL overprint

Editor: Other examples on the Hamilton Bank Note issues
(CZ Nos. 21-26) exist, including a No. 22, with other partially
printed letters, including “ANA” in CANAL previously
described in CZP 25(2):8 (1989).
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US Postage on FAM 5-2 Flights From the
Canal Zone
by Mike Demski

The FAM 5 flight, better known as the Lindbergh flight,
was the beginning of connecting North America, Central
America, and South America with air mail service using the
Canal Zone as a hub. According to the American Air Mail
Catalogue, there were approximately 21,000 pieces on the
southbound flight and 42,061 pieces on the northbound flight.
Because of the large volume of mail on these flights, there are
many different collecting areas for this flight.
One of the more interesting areas is the use of US postage
on the northbound flight (FAM 5-2) from the Canal Zone. The
United States Postal Bulletin of January 19, 1929 stated:
Canal Zone stamps must be used for mails on
northbound flights. First flight covers for the northbound
flight may be sent to the postmaster at Cristobal with
funds by money order for purchase of stamps. Covers for
first flight must be addressed so as to admit of dispatch
over the route toward destination; that is, covers for first
flight from Miami must be addressed to Cristobal or point
beyond, while covers sent for mailing at Cristobal may
be addressed to points in this country or beyond. If such
covers are addressed in care of the postmaster at Cristobal,
communication should be sent him (in advance) requesting
remailing to the sender and inclosing amount by money
order for purchase of Canal Zone postage therefor. Air
mail being sent to or from this route will receive air mail
dispatch also by domestic air mail routes in this country
where practicable.

Fig. 2 Back of cover in Fig. 1

Fig. 3 Cover with 20c US postage without postage due

Fig. 1 Cover with 4 cents postage due

The cover in Fig. 1 shows the correct franking amount of
27c. However it is a combination of 25c Canal Zone postage
and 2c US postage properly canceled at Cristobal. The cover
was properly handstamped “POSTAGE DUE 4 CENTS,” 2c
postage plus 2c penalty. The postage due was paid by 2 US
postage due stamps. It was flown on the northbound flight as
evidenced by the Miami back stamp of February 13 (Fig. 2)
and the addition of the northbound flight cachet. How did the
cover get the 2c US postage? The cover has a fold down the
middle, evidence of it being sent in an envelope to Cristobal
for servicing on the northbound flight. The person sending
the cover put the 2c US postage on and sent a money order for
25c for the northbound flight.
The cover in Fig. 3 shows 20c in US postage and 7c in
CZ postage. It is lacking the northbound flight cachet. It is
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canceled FEB 10, 5 AM, 1929 at Cristobal and it does have the
Miami backstamp (shown in Fig. 4) as evidence of its being
on the flight. It is also backstamped CITYHALL STA.N.Y.
FEB 15, 8 AM, 1929. It is addressed to Nathan Levy, who
was a recognized dealer in Canal Zone stamps. However, it is
lacking any postage due markings. It should have 40c postage
due for the use of 20c US postage plus the penalty of 20c. The
cover was delivered without the collection of any postage due.
The final cover, shown in Fig. 5, is most intriguing; it was
prepared as a round trip cover. It received the southbound
cachet and was paid by 27c in US postage. There is also
the typical receiving back stamp of Cristobal. It also had a
message typed on the front of the cover: “postage below for
return flight,” but it is 27c in US postage. The cover has
neither the northbound cachet, Cristobal cancellation, nor

Fig. 4 Back of cover in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5 Round trip cover

Fig. 6 Back of cover shown in Fig. 5

a Miami back stamp, but it does have a hand-written note
on the back, as shown in Fig. 6, that reads “received at N.Y.
address at P.M. Feb. 15 ’29.”
Based on the previous cover having a Feb 15 back stamp,
it would appear that this cover also received airmail service.
There is no indication of postage due being collected on this
cover for airmail service or surface mail.
The one thread that is common to all 3 covers is that they
were addressed to New York City. The first cover received
proper handling by being charged postage due for the use of

US postage, but the other 2 covers were not charged postage
due even though they had US postage affixed in violation of
the instructions in the United States Postal Bulletin.
More information on the FAM 5 1-2 flights can be found on
the CZSG web site by searching the CZP author index for the
articles by Armand Cote. In addition, Armand Cote’s awardwinning exhibit of FAM 5 1-2 is also on the CZSG web site.
I would be interested in hearing from anyone who may
have covers from this flight with US postage (kearney511@
aol.com).

Auctions

by Jim Crumpacker
The fourth calendar quarter, Oct. 1 - Dec. 31, 2015
featured no great quantitative offering from any one firm
but nonetheless was very interesting due to the quality
and scarcity of the Canal Zone goods available. Rarely seen
material popped up at a number of auctions.
The first price shown below is the total of hammer plus
commission and is followed by the 2015 Scott Catalog value
in parentheses. As mentioned in my report on the Kuske
sale in September, there was no “third quarter” auctions
column because of the paucity of riveting lots. However,
three listings from that period are given by month after the
auction house name in the lots presented.
1,
TG, H, barely F $189 ($650) Kelleher
l4b, CANAL ZONE inverted, OG, H, F $204 ($450) Spink
l5a, PANAMA reading down and up, is also CZSG 15.7 two 		
PANAMA’s close together, OG, VG-F w/ left selvage $1800
($6750) Spink
19b, ZONE antique, TG, H, F in bl. 4 w/ 3 normals $177 ($375)
Kelleher
23a, horiz. pair, imperf. between, TG, H, VF $1150 ($2250)
RA Siegel
23d, 23h, double overprint, one diagonal also one ZONE 		
CANAL, two pairs of each in a bl. 4 (one 23d may qualify
as 23h, no cert.) TG, some wax interleafing, H, VF $6325
($9600) RA Siegel
32c, booklet pane of 6, cpl. bklt. of,4, panes; salmon stock,
CZSG 32.3, dried gum, F-VF $l035 ($3200) Cherrystone
38a, vertical pair, one w/o ovp’t in a str. of 3 w/ top selvage, OG,
HR, F (minor toning) $805 ($1750) RA Siegel
39e, inverted center and overprint reading down, OG, H, VF+
$565 ($650) RegencySuperior 8/2015
39e, inverted center and overprint reading down, OC, H, F 		
$403 ($650) RA Siegel

39e, inverted center and overprint reading down, OG, NH, VF
$649 ($650) Kelleher
39f, booklet pane of 6, inverted center and overprint reading 		
down, handmade perf. margins, complete w/ 2 panes, OG,
panes adhere to interleaf and clipped one side by knife,
NH, F-VF believed unique, $17250 ($15000) Cherrystone
9/2015
55b, horiz. pair, rt. stamp w/o overprint, in str. of 4 wi rt .
selvage, OG, HR, F $1020 ($1795) Spink
56f ZONE double, OG, H, F, CANAL in left selvage, $546 		
($1000) RA Siegel
67, OG, H, VF for this, $333 ($500) RegencySuperior 8/2015
76a, ZONE inverted, used, se R as always, a tiny perf. tear at
bottom, o/w F $4025 ($2250) RA Siegel
86g. vert. pair, one w/o overprint., other overprint inverted,
TG, H, F+ to VF$1955 ($2500) RA Siegel
9lc, ZONE CANAL, OG, NH, VF $156 ($275) Spink
C014a, inverted overprint, used w/ roller cancel as always, F+
w/ se rt. $1298 ($2500) Kelleher
UFla (UPSS RE 3), mint entire, VF $805 ($1300) RA Siegel
Zeppelin flight, Crist. via Havana and NYC/Lakehurst w/ CZ 95,
C4, C5x2 and US C14 VF on to Friedrichshafen, addr. to
Cottbus, Germany w/ all proper marks $1840 ($n/a) 		
Cherrystone

Presented below are the names and addresses of the
auctioneers selling these items:
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Cherrystone Philatelic
Auctioneers
119 W. 57th St.
New York, NY 10019

Robert A. Siegel
Auction Galleries
60 E. 56th St., 4th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
4 Finance Dr., Suite 100
Danbury, CT 06810

Spink USA
145 W. 57th St., 18th Floor
New York, NY 10019

RegencySuperior
229 N. Euclid Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63108
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Study Group News
President’s Report
David Zemer
sosahill@hotmail.com

The Canal Zone Study Group was present at the APS
Ameristamp Show in Atlanta in January and then at the
Sarasota National Stamp Exhibition a week later. In Sarasota
Jerry Eller won the CZSG Bronze Medal Novice Award for his
exhibit “Canal Zone Meter Mail” (Fig. 1) and Brad Wilde the
CZSG Silver Medal for his “Canal Zone – First Permanent
Airmail Series: International Usages” exhibit. At both venues
we had a table with extra chairs so anyone interested in CZ
philately could sit down, relax, and discuss stamps. (Fig. 2)

The CZSG will have a strong presence at World Stamp
Show-NY2016 from May 28 to June 4 at the Javits Center in
New York City. This Fédération Internationale de Philatélie
(FIP) Show is only held in the United States every 10 years
and we hope that many of our members will be able to attend.
Go to the official website, ny2016.org, and register well in
advance of the show to avoid any long lines, especially the
scrum at the opening the first two days. Book a hotel in
advance, and if you will spend more than a few days in New
York City, order an MTA (subway and bus) senior discount
card (if you’re eligible) a month in advance.
Over 250,000 people are expected to pass through the NY
show doors during the eight days. There will be about 200
dealers selling and buying philatelic material of all kinds,
dozens of postal administrations, 3,800 frames of competitive
exhibits, and many meetings and presentations – and there is
no charge to attend!
Volunteers are needed to staff our table plus many Show
positions. If you are able to volunteer please contact us or go to
the NY2016.org website and click on Volunteer Opportunities.

Secretary’s Report
Mike Drabik
P.O. Box 281
Bolton MA 01740-0281
czsgsecretary@gmail.com

Fig. 1 David Zemer presenting CZSG Novice Award to
Jerry Eller

Our annual West Coast regional meeting will be at
WESTPEX, www.westpex.org, on April 30 in the SFOMarriott Hotel not far from the San Francisco Airport. One of
the invited Societies this year is the United Postal Stationery
Society, which should encourage exhibitors and dealers to
bring CZ-related postal stationery for you to view or purchase.
If you have an interest in postal stationery this will be a great
opportunity to meet others of the same persuasion.

Hello fellow Canal Zone Study Group members. By the
time you read this report you should have received the 2016
CZSG dues request envelope with the associated ballot to
elect CZSG Officers and Directors for their two-year terms.
Please vote and mail your dues to avoid follow-up mailings
and phone calls. If you‘d like to pay your dues in advance
for years to come please do so as it’s not difficult for me to
track your advance payments. You have the option to use
PayPal; you can send your PayPal payment to czsgsecretary@
gmail.com. However, you will need to add an extra $1.00 for
domestic memberships or an extra $2.00 for international
memberships to pay for the fees assessed by PayPal. Please
consider a membership at the contributing or sustaining level.
My Secretary’s report for the first quarter of 2016 is as
follows:
As of February 20, 2016 the Canal Zone Study Group has
535 members.
Please join me in welcoming our newest CZSG members:

Alan Ross, CZSG #2778
Cary Sweeney, CZSG #2780
Ed Jackson, CZSG #2782
Robert Jacques, CZSG #2784

Mike Piskuric, CZSG #2779
Daniel Milone, CZSG #2781
John Allensworth, CZSG #2783
Dario Diez, CZSG # 2785

Robert Keevil, CZSG #1695

Randolph Taylor, CZSG #2503

We welcome back Dr. James Trotter, CZSG # 1311, who
has rejoined the CZSG.
We have been notified of changes to the addresses for the
following:

Fig. 2 Gary Weiss and Dick Bates speaking with prospective
new member
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There are some great local and national philatelic events
scheduled for 2016 that will have CZSG meetings, so I’m
looking forward to being able to have our members get together
to discuss our shared interest in Canal Zone philately.
Lastly as always we need more members like you, so it’s
important for you to invite others to join the CZSG to keep our
organization vibrant!
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Criteria for Awarding of Canal Zone
Study Group (CZSG) Medals
The following are the criteria for awarding CZSG medals
for exhibits at World Series-level (WSP) shows.
CZSG Medal for Single-Frame Exhibits
World Series Shows at Which One or Two Canal Zone
Single-Frame Exhibits Are Entered
When one or two single-frame Canal Zone exhibits
(meaning the exhibit contains at least 50% Canal Zone
material) are entered in a World Series-level (WSP) show, the
CZSG sponsors a silver medal to be awarded to the best singleframe Canal Zone exhibit provided that exhibit is awarded a
gold medal. At such a show, the CZSG Medal for a singleframe exhibit may or may not be awarded. (The criteria are
slightly different if three or more Canal Zone exhibits are
entered in the single-frame category.) If no exhibit receives
a gold then at the discretion of the judges an exception may
be made and the CZSG Silver medal awarded for an exhibit
receiving a Vermeil.
World Series Shows at Which Three or More Canal Zone
Single-Frame Exhibits Are Entered
If three or more single-frame Canal Zone exhibits are
entered in a World Series level show, including a show at
which the CZSG is a sponsoring or participating society, the
Canal Zone Study Group sponsors a medal to be awarded to
the Canal Zone exhibit that is determined by the judges to be
the best. In such a case, it is expected the CZSG single-frame
exhibit award will be presented.
Other Criteria for Eligible Exhibits
Only one single-frame exhibit medal can be awarded at
any particular WSP show in a given year.
An eligible exhibit must contain at least 50% Canal Zonerelated philatelic material.
To be eligible for the CZSG single-frame award, the
exhibitor cannot have received the CZSG award for any singleframe exhibit within the previous two years and for the same
exhibit within the previous seven years. To not be considered
the same exhibit, the exhibit must contain at least 50% new
material not in the previous exhibit.
A multi-frame exhibit modified to satisfy the criteria for
a single-frame exhibit is eligible to receive the CZSG singleframe exhibit award.
CZSG Medal for Multi-Frame Exhibits
World Series Shows at Which One or Two Canal Zone
Multi-Frame Exhibits Are Entered
When one or two multi-frame Canal Zone exhibits are
entered in a World Series level show, the CZSG sponsors a
silver medal to be awarded to the best multi-frame Canal Zone
exhibit provided that exhibit is awarded a gold medal. At such
a show, the CZSG Medal for a multi-frame exhibit may or may
not be awarded. (The criteria are slightly different if three
or more Canal Zone exhibits are entered in the multi-frame
category.) If no exhibit receives a gold then at the discretion
of the judges an exception may be made and the CZSG Silver
medal awarded for an exhibit receiving a Vermeil.

World Series Shows at Which Three or More Canal Zone
Multi-Frame Exhibits Are Entered
If three or more multi-frame Canal Zone exhibits are
entered in a World Series level show, including a show at
which the CZSG is a sponsoring or participating society, the
CZSG sponsors a medal to be awarded to the Canal Zone
exhibit that is determined by the judges to be the best. In
such a case, it is expected the CZSG multi-frame exhibit
award will be presented.
Other Criteria for Eligible Exhibits
An eligible exhibit must contain at least 50% Canal Zonerelated philatelic material.
To be eligible for the CZSG multi-frame award, the
exhibitor cannot have received the CZSG award for any multiframe exhibit within the previous two years and for the same
exhibit within the previous seven years. To not be considered
the same exhibit, the exhibit must contain at least 50% new
material not in the previous exhibit.
A single-frame exhibit modified to satisfy the criteria for
a multi-frame exhibit is eligible to receive the CZSG multiframe exhibit award with no two-year or seven-year waiting
period requirement.
Canal Zone Study Group Bronze Medal for New Exhibitors
The CZSG New Exhibitor’s medal (bronze) can be awarded
to a person entering an exhibit for the first time he/she exhibits
Canal Zone at the WSP level or Fédération Internationale
de Philatélie (FIP) level. The New Exhibitor is eligible to be
awarded the medal at the first WSP show at which the exhibit
is entered, and at any WSP show during the year that follows.
Thus an exhibitor showing an exhibit for the first time at any
show in 2015 that does not receive the medal the first time the
exhibit is shown is eligible to receive the medal at any show
later in 2015 or any show in 2016.
The awardee can only win the New Exhibitor medal one
time.
The award can be made for either a single- or multi-frame
exhibit, but only one medal can be awarded at any particular
WSP show.
No New Exhibitor award will be made unless the exhibit
receives a Silver or better.
Clarification of “two” and “seven” year ineligibility periods
for previous winners: If this award is presented in, for
example, 2015, then that person is ineligible to win it again in
2015, 2016, and 2017. If an exhibit wins it in 2015 then that
exhibit is ineligible through 2022.

Help Needed for World Stamp Show NY2016

We need some help with CZSG participation at the New
York stamp show in May.
First, we are looking for additional members to help staff
the CZSG-COPAPHIL booth during the show.
Second, there is a frame for the CZSG to exhibit various
areas of collecting Canal Zone. Do you have a page in a
collecting area you would like to be included in the frame? We
are looking for as many different collecting areas as possible.
If you would like to participate in either one of the above
contact Mike Demski by email at Kearney511@aol.com for
further information.
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CZSG Regional Meetings in Early 2016
StampExpo 2016
A CZSG Regional Meeting was held at APS AmeriStamp
Show in Atlanta, GA on January 29-31. At the meeting,
discussion focused on this 1st Q 2016 expanded issue of The
Canal Zone Philatelist being prepared for distribution at the
World Stamp Show – NY2016. The issue will have articles by
16 or more members and collectors. Discussion at the Atlanta
meeting included the need for input for the Lindbergh section
of the AAMS Catalogue currently under revision. Input
should be sent to Susan Whitehead through your Editor. The
wide range of collecting interests of CZSG members, and the
encouragement the CZSG is giving to members for developing
exhibits for major shows, were also noted. Two non-members
attending the meeting were asked if they had questions,
leading to a discussion of how one distinguished very similar
colors of stamps, the Stanley Gibbons Color Gauge being one
way to do so. The value to readers of items posted on the
CZSG website was discussed. Attendees are shown in Fig. 1.

recent shows were highlighted. Questions about the correct
identification of colors were raised. David Zemer discussed a
new exhibit he is preparing that depicts the Canal Zone and
Panama registration envelopes, including the two different
printings of the Panama version. Plans for the International
Show in New York City beginning in May 2016 will include a
CZSG meeting and exhibits by CZSG members.
Three CZSG members contributed exhibits at the Sarasota
show: Bradley G. Wilde, whose exhibit entitled “Canal Zone:
First Permanent Airmail Series: International Usages,” was
awarded a vermeil medal and the CZSG multi-frame medal;
David Zemer, whose exhibit “World War I Censorship of Mail
in the Canal Zone,” was awarded a gold medal and the single
frame Grand Award for the Sarasota Show (Fig. 3), and Jerry
Eller, whose exhibit “Canal Zone Meter Mail,” received a silver
medal and was awarded the CZSG Novice Award. Brad also
had a second exhibit, “Panama Postage Due Mail 1892-1942”
that received a silver medal, and David had a second exhibit,
“The 1917-1918 Canal Zone and Panama 12c ‘S.S. Panama in
Culebra Cut’,” that received a vermeil medal.

Fig. 1 Attendees at CZSG meeting in Atlanta, from left:
Dennis Wolcott; Susan Whitehead; Gary Weiss, CZSG Board
member; Craig Eggleston; David Zemer, CZSG President;
Dick Bates, CZP Editor; Robert Maciule

Sarasota Stamp Show 2016
The Sarasota National Stamp Exhibition 2016 was held in
Sarasota, FL on February 5-7. Attendees are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 Show Chair Liz Hisey presenting Grand Award
to David Zemer for his exhibit, “World War I Censorship
of Mail in the Canal Zone”

Reader’s Comment
CZSG member Jerry Eller wrote that he recently acquired
a small lot of covers and lo and behold there it was: a new
unlisted meter slogan. It is a red slogan announcing Armed
Forces Day in three stacked Flags to the right of a boxed “3rd
Saturday in May” announcement.
The meter shown in Fig. 1 is Type HA for 6 cents, standard
letter rate for the day, and it is from:
The Headquarters of the 5700th Air Base Group, Civilian
Personnel Office, Albrook AFB, C.Z.
Fig. 2 Attendees at CZSG meeting in Sarasota, from
left: David Zemer, CZSG President; Jerry Ellis; Wren Grigore;
Dick Bates, CZP Editor; Len McMaster

At the CZSG meeting held at the show, topics discussed
included the expanded 1st Q 2016 issue of The Canal Zone
Philatelist to celebrate the World Stamp Show - NY2016.
This issue will be distributed to those visiting the table the
CZSG will share with COPAPHIL at the show.
Award-winning exhibits by members at this and other
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Fig. 1 Meter mail for Armed Forces Day from Albrook AFB
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Canal Zone Study Group Meeting at the
Collectors Club of New York (CCNY)
by Elliot W. Coleman

The diverse exhibits displayed by CZSG members contained
many rare and remarkable items and were displayed in
roughly chronological order. The exhibits, in order, were:
“Philatelic Gems of the Canal Zone,” by Dick Bates

On October 7, 2015, the Canal Zone Study Group held an
important exhibit and meeting at the Collectors Club of New
York. Conceived by the late Irwin Gibbs and moderated by
Elliot Coleman, the exhibit filled all 20 display frames at the
clubhouse with 12 exhibits produced by 9 CZSG members. The
aptly titled “Canal Zone Night” drew unprecedented interest
and overflow attendance. Following brief introductions by
Bruce Marsden, president of the CCNY, and Elliot Coleman,
fascinating talks were given by David Zemer, president of
the CZSG, Dick Larkin, and Bradley Wilde on their exhibits.
Following the talks, brief concluding remarks were made
by our secretary, Mike Drabik, who subsequently signed up
several new members. After the meeting, a dutch treat dinner
at a nearby restaurant was well attended by many CZSG and
CCNY members and guests.

“French Canal Mail,” by Bradley Wilde
“Canal Zone: American Bank Note Company Portrait 		
Stamps and Covers,” by Elliot Coleman
“Panama Canal Zone Booklet Panes 1911-1935,” 		
by Richard Larkin
“Panama Postage Due Mail,” by Bradley Wilde
“The 1917-1918 12c Canal Zone and Panama Pictorial 		
Stamps,” by David Zemer
“World War I Censorship in the Canal Zone,”
by David Zemer
“How Errors and Varieties Arose on Flat Press US Stamps
Overprinted CANAL ZONE,” by Dick Bates
“Bureau of Engraving and Printing Issues Overprinted for
Use in the Canal Zone,” by Robert Loeffler
“SCADTA and Perf P Airmail Stamps of the Canal Zone,”
by E. Paul Bender
“The Canal Zone 25th Anniversary Issue and Its Uses,”
by George Campbell
“The Canal Zone 50th Anniversary Airmail Issue and Its
Uses,” by Mike Drabik

Fig. 1 CZSG members attending meeting: standing,
Bradley Wilde, Dick Bates, George Campbell, Richard Larkin,
Robert Loeffler, Elliot Coleman, and Diann
Pinkowski. Seated, E. Paul Bender, Mike Demski,
David Zemer, and Mike Drabik

A video of the talks is available at the Collectors Club
website (collectorsclub.org) along with several of the actual
exhibits. Several more of the exhibits are available at the
CZSG website (canalzonestudygroup.com).

WW I PCD/Military Censorship Study
Group Formed

New Variety: Offset on the Back
of Scott No. 115

by David Zemer and Mike Demski

In CZP 49(2):18 (2013), we started a survey of surviving
covers with censor markings (see Fig. 1) applied in the Canal
Zone during World War I.
Fig. 1
WWI
Panama Canal
Department
censorship
marking

Mike Drabik has reported a newly discovered variety. It
is a lower right block of four of No. 115, the 3 cent deep violet
rotary press Washington stamp with 9 mm spacing issued
on January 14, 1933. As the image in Fig. 1 shows , the gum
side of this block shows a strong offset of the overprint on
the back of the top and bottom left stamps of the block. This
has been assigned CZ variety number 115.7, “Strong offset
of overprint on back” in the Check List.

Due to the outstanding response the number of covers
known with Panama Canal Department, PCD, censorship
markings has grown dramatically. More than 100 have been
recorded and new ones are constantly appearing on eBay.
This amount so far exceeds the total number of the other
censor markings, classified as Taboga Internees, Naval Shore
Stations, and Civilian, that we have established a separate
study group, led by Mike Demski, which is recording and
organizing covers with PCD markings.
If you would like to participate in this group or if you
could add new examples to our census please contact Mike at
kearney511@aol.com.
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Fig. 1
Scott No. 115
with strong offset
on reverse
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Do Genuine Used Copies of Scott
No. 36b Exist?
by Richard D. Bates, Jr.

Scott No. 36, the 10c surcharge on the 13c map stamp, was
issued on January 14, 1911. Two errors are known on the
stamp, identified as 36a, with “10 cts.” inverted, and 36b, with
“10 cts.” omitted.
The history of Scott No. 36 is presented on pages 106-107
of CZ Stamps. There it is stated that Dr. J.C. Perry in The
Philatelic Gazette 2(1):8 (Sept 1, 1911) reported that 11 sheets
of No. 36a and one of No. 36b were detected and burned when
the stamps were examined by postal inspectors. However,
at least two panes escaped the checking, as copies of both 36a
and 36b exist. Probably only one pane of each of these errors
was issued. Scott 36a was stated to exist both unused and
used; and Scott 36b exists unused. However, CZ Stamps goes
on to say about 36b that “despite Scott’s listing this used, the
CZSG has no record of a used copy.” The belief that genuine
used copies of 36b do not exist was repeated by George Stilwell
and Dick Salz, both of whom expertized Canal Zone for APES,
PSE, and/or PF, and who told me they had never seen a used
copy of 36b that was genuine. As a result there is no listing
for 36b used in Scott, the space for it being left blank.
Fig. 1
Example of Scott No. 36 cut in half
horizontally to assist in detecting
removed 10 cts. surcharge

Many possible used examples of this error are submitted
for a certificate believing they are genuine. Such copies
have been found to have had the 10 cts. surcharge removed
chemically. A remaining trace of the overprint can be
detected. The old standard way of detecting the traces of
the surcharge that still remain is by using a copy of the stamp
with genuine surcharge that has been cut in half through the
surcharge as shown in Fig. 1. A previously damaged stamp
is usually sacrificed for this purpose. The cut stamp is then
Fig. 2a
Cover front
bearing
Scott Nos.
36 and 36b
addressed
to Covaleski
with Paraiso
cds December
17, 1913

Fig. 2b
Back of
cover in
Fig. 2a
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Fig. 3
Used pair of 25a
horizontal pair,
imperf between and
at left margin with
Paraiso cds Dec 17th

slid along the face of the suspected altered surcharge. When
this is done, the hidden, removed surcharge usually pops out
at you through the match in alignment with the surcharge on
the half-stamp being used as a guide. The remnants of the
entire surcharge on the cleaned stamp can then be detected
under the blobby appearing mute killer cancellation, usually
in the center of the face of the stamp, a characteristic of many
of the stamps that have been altered.
At least that was the case until the Siegel Sale of Irwin
Gibbs’ collection in May 2015. In it lot 1099, which is shown
in Fig. 2, consisted of a cover bearing a copy of No. 36 and a
second stamp which is a No. 36b. It was sent by H.B. Cooper
with a ICC corner card and a handwritten Paraiso in the
return address, is cancelled Paraiso on the front, and has
Paraiso markings on the reverse (Fig. 2b).
Many Canal Zone varieties and errors are known used with
Paraiso markings. Two examples are a used pair of Scott 25a
with Paraiso cds shown in Fig. 3 and a used pair of Scott 22a,
also with a Paraiso cds, shown in Fig. 4. Though the year is
missing, the date and time of the Hs-11 cds on the 36b cover
and on the used pairs of No. 22a and 25a are the same, Dec 17
at 7:30 PM. Further, the extra vertical bar preceding the 7 in
the 7:30 PM time is the same on all three, including both the
front and back of the cover.
The 36b on the cover came somewhat late in the usage
period for Scott No. 36, which was issued on January 14, 1911.
It is just before the date of issue of the successor stamp, Scott
No. 37 on January 6, 1914. CZ Stamps indicates issuing No.
37 was necessary because the CZPS ran out of the surcharged
13c stamps. In the case of the 25a, the December 17, 1913
date, if that is the correct year, is well after the issue date of
Scott No. 25 in December 1906, and after the issue dates of
both subsequent 8c values of CZ stamps, which were May 25,
1909 for Scott No. 29 and March 18, 1910 for Scott No. 34. It
would seem to be more than a coincidence that these three
errors were both postmarked in Paraiso on the same day, and
at the same time.
The role played by Covaleski in the creation of these used
philatelic examples is a matter of speculation, but he was
a well-known collector in Paraiso in this era. He was also
known as Zone Policeman #135.
Should any reader have a different CZ error used with a
Paraiso cancellation, especially if dated December 17, 1913,
please send a scan of it to the author, whose email address
and mailing address can be found on page 2 of this issue.

Fig. 4
Used pair of 22a
horizontal pair, imperf
between with Paraiso
cds Dec 17th
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